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put on having the confidence that your differential will not let you down? Your 
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EDITORIAL 
 
Editor: Pat Toulmin 
Northbrook           Assistant Editor:  
4, Briery Lands       Jonathan Toulmin 
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Snitterfield                                       Fax:  01789 730082   
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CV37 0PP         
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Fax:  01789 730082        
pat@toulmin.info       
 
You will have noticed that we have gone back to the January publication time for this 
Restart. When I took over as editor in 1998 we decided to pull this issue early, so that 
competitors would have the opportunity of seeing the championship tables before the 
ACTC awards ceremony after the Exeter Trial. This would, hopefully, give people time 
to correct any mistakes.  
 
With our printers, Hertfordshire Display, closing down for two weeks over the Christmas 
and New Year period, this meant a very early copy date and Camel Vale producing their 
results very speedily—not to mention my scribes for the Camel also having to pull all the 
stops out.. We all managed admirably, but it was a bit of a rush.  
 
So now that we have reverted to a summer dinner dance and the tables are published 
on the Internet, Simon and I thought that we would publish after Christmas. As I write 
this on News Years Day, I am not sure when it will drop on your doormats, so I am not 
sure what people will think. The previous method meant that  you got it between 
Christmas and New Year.  
 
I am not sure whether I prefer this arrangement—it seems to have dragged the process 
for me on for ages and I think the relaxed deadlines affected contributors as well and I 
am still waiting for  Bodmin and Mechanics reports. Also with the old way it was all 
delivered to me before Christmas and I could relax.—we will see. 
 
As I write we have an almost full entry for the Clee Hills Trial, including 14 cars in class 
2! However we would like a few more marshals to volunteer. If you would like a day out 
in a very beautiful part of England please contact Jonathan. 
 
There is no Section Ends this time, due to Dennis’ sad bereavement. Giles has written 
about Tricia on  page 33. I will miss Tricia’s cheerfulness. One of my best memories of 
Tricia is on the Manx Trial—somehow she managed to get them to the wrong coast, 
much to everyone’s amusement. 
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T he season ended personally on a 
very pleasant high note, a 
weekend that started with the 
Stroud dinner dance and ended 

with a class win on the Camel. Attending 
the dinner was an enjoyable precursor to 
welcoming the Cotswold Clouds back into 
its rightful place in the championship fold. 
Not only is this event one of the most 
popular in the calendar - closing its doors 
at eighty entries and always having a 
reserve list – but it is the premier event of 
what is arguably the country's premier 
classic trials’ club (now that I've said that it 
will probably be pistols at dawn between 
Stroud & Camel Vale!) Dating back to 
1962 the Clouds is one of the oldest one 
day events on the calendar and by 
utilizing the depth of enthusiasm in the 
club to keep organising team fresh, it has 
never gone stale even managing to spawn 
an offspring - The Ebworth Trial. Yes, 
younger readers, the oldest sections in 
Ebworth woods were once part of the 
Cotswold Clouds, and the event finished 
for several years at the Forston Arms 
where this year’s Ebworth finished 
 
I was very pleased with the way the Hardy 
went off, not only with the effort that Tony 
Young and his team put in to create the 
event almost from scratch, but also the 
support that the event received from 
competitors. Given the somewhat 
chequered history of recent years I feared 
that it would have been crossed off most 
people’s plans. I was therefore more than 
a little surprised at the number of entries 
received and I believe that it is a reflection 
of the esteem in which Tony Young is held 

by the fraternity that you all came 
out to support him and contributed to 
the tremendous atmosphere that the 
event seem to have. There were no 
bikes this year, as VWOC is not 
ACU affiliated but at the finish of the 
event, a solution to the problem was 
mooted by none other than John 
Aley, who "volunteered" the MCC's 
services to support this side of the 

event next year. 
 
Do we put too much in our regs? In these 
days of needing to "Save the Trees" 
would it be possible to reduce the 
information that goes out about each trial 
to a single sheet and an entry form? I am 
sure the regulars look at nothing except 
where they should start & finish and how 
to send to whom and when. But what 
proportion of the field does the term 
"regulars" cover and is it sufficient to say 
everything else as per ACTC rules and 
the Blue Book.  
 
Are newcomers sufficiently in the know 
before they enter their first event or does it 
have to be spelled out? Entry fees are 
likely to take a hike in 2006 as we are now 
obliged to pay both route authorisation 
insurance and permit insurance. Finding 
ways to cut costs is important and the 
printing of 200+ sets of regulations, which 
are not read by anyone, must be an 
obvious target. Is it sufficient to say - look 
at the internet for the rest?  
 
Do enough people have access and the 
will to look? The smug answer would be 
that everyone has access, as every public 
library in the country has an internet 
terminal. But making people go out of their 
way to find the information does not sit 
easily with the need to encourage new 
blood into the sport. At a time when the 
cry is "where will the new competitors 
come from”, hiding our information away 
seems a little out of step. Yet the MCC 
survey suggests that most people come to 
the sport from recommendation by friends 
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or relatives. Are these friends and 
relatives telling all the information which 
newcomers need? Anyone who has 
been on the receiving end of entry forms 
will say that even when the information 
is written down the competitors do not 
read it!  
 
Finally, may I congratulate all of the 
2005 winners and I hope to see them all 
at the trophy presentation at the dinner 
dance in the summer and that 2006 has 
started in the right vein. 

Pete Fear 1939 - 2005 
 
Pete Fear died peacefully at home on 
the 26th October after a short struggle 
with cancer. 
 
Pete was a born and bread Forest of 
Dean man and started working life as 
an apprentice electrician in the Forest 
of Dean coal mines. Pete’s first love 
was motorcycles and he took up trials 
riding as soon as he could afford a 
machine. He competed all around the 
then Western Centre of the ACU and 
even managed to ride the gruelling 
Scottish Six Days trial a couple of times 
.  
Pete soon left the coal mines as they 
started to close and had time as a pub 
landlord and a van salesman before 
buying his original Gwalia general store 
in Ross-on-Wye. He worked very hard 
to build up the Gwalia and got 
interested in rallying where he became 
a very successful driver in the 1600 cc 
class in various Escorts. The Gwalia 
Van hire business was started and 
further hard work ensured that both the 
shop and the hire business became 
very successful.  
 
 

 
 
As Pete stopped rallying so he took up 
both sporting trials and classic trials and 
was always in contention, winning a 
number of events outright. No doubt 
this had something to do with his early 
experience of trialling on two wheels. 
Pete and his wife Elaine inaugurated 
and ran the Pinford Sporting Trial for 
the Ross Motor Club and soon had it in 
the national championship.  
 
Pete got great enjoyment from all forms 
of motorsport and helped many up and 
coming drivers with vehicles, finance 
and advice. To the very end he wanted 
to know what was happening in the 
trials and rally world and although weak 
managed to marshal at Pludds on this 
year’s Kyrle Trial.  
 
Pete was a past president of Ross 
Motor Club and will be sorely missed by 
the club members for his humour, help 
and quiet way of getting on and doing 
things. Our sympathy is with Elaine and 
daughter Josie.  
 
Stuart Harrold 
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F irstly, from one who is ‘out of the 
scene’ for a while, 
congratulations to our 
championship victors and to 

those in the upper placings who show that 
success is achievable no matter what 
class you choose to compete in. My 
plaudits also go to Keith and colleagues 
for making a success of the motorcycle 
championships, thereby attracting new 
members and two new clubs into the 
association. Equally though, I would like to 
recognise the multitude of entrants for 
whom a single point in for example, the 
Wheelspin League, is their numerical 
achievement. These folk, amongst whom 
we count one or two of our officers, enjoy 
the participation and the personal 
challenge, just as much as you 
championship hot-shots: all relish the 
satisfaction of a successful restart, getting 
out of a section when the farmer said it 
was impossible, occasionally matching 
their ‘benchmark’ competitor on a section, 
the thrill of a brisk special test time or 
getting to the finish despite broken 
footrests or ailing clutch. 
 

These characteristics help to explain the 
enduring nature of our sport. It is a sport 
that needs to be sampled to be 
understood, and such was the theme 
arising from an agenda item at the AGM, 
where the issue of national show 
attendance arose. ACTC has represented 
itself creditably at the very professional 
Historic Motorsports International and 
Classic Motor Show events over several 
years, owing much to the productive 
efforts of Bill Bennett. However, in these 
threatening times, we need to take a wider 
view about our ‘exposure’, and whilst the 
national shows are very attractive and 
enjoyable, they naturally preach to the 
semi-converted. Perhaps, as it was 
suggested at the meeting, our sport 
should be addressing a wider audience, 
those who live in the countryside (or have 
recently moved to it) and who may 
encounter but not understand our 
activities. Their encounter may be as a 

landowner, a resident, a horserider or 
perhaps as a councillor. These folk and 
their positive attitude might be the 
influential ones to cultivate instead of the 
Midget polisher who detests mud! 
 

Stimulating interest from the wider 
community would take a pro-active stance 
for our cause, instead of keeping quiet 
and hoping nobody notices our discrete 
adventures. It would help to allay fears 
amongst the misinformed, and may attract 
new members from rural communities. 
Launceston & NCMC and Ilkley & DMC 
already exhibit their activities at country 
fairs, whilst Holsworthy MC stage ‘public’ 
autotests. Local newspapers could be 
attracted by an ‘insider’ article: I 
remember a very well written piece in the 
Cornish Guardian by a scribe who had 
passengered Roger Bricknell for a day in 
his formidable Anglia Estate, whilst 
recently of course the elusive Gigi from 
Motorsports Now! accompanied Adrian 
Marfell on the Lands End Trial. 
 

Modest funds are allocated in the 
Association’s budget for this cause, and of 
course there is a stock of PR material, so 
if you have any ideas or contacts in this 
area, please forward them to your clubs 
for development prior to the Council 
meeting in May. 
 

Meantime, enjoy your Exeter and Clee, 
where thanks to Dudley and Andrew 
Brown I look forward to tapping into ‘the 
scene’ again. 
 

Adrian  

Sect’
s 

Spin 
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Clee Hills Trial 1949 
Reproduced by kind permission of Ferret Fotographics 

 

From the Archives 
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The 2005 Tamar Trial 
by David Prowse 

 

I  love the Tamar Trial, having first 
competed in about 1987 on a DT 175. 
I remember we started at Launceston 
cattle market and it was pouring down 

with rain, unusual! As this was our first 
classic trial it was probably going to be a 
doddle, failed Park Impossible, didn’t 
have a new back tyre and pressure too 
high. The only cleans that day were from 
Buster Griffin and John Summerhayes. 
This was the first time these two stars had 
met and they have exchanged a great 
deal of good humoured banter ever since. 
 
Trial day 2005 dawned with a cloudy sky 
and occasional light showers on the way 
up to Wilsley Down for the start. The 
weather forecast had said that rain would 
be coming from the West during the 
afternoon. However we took a chance 
and left the Marlin’s horrible ‘rag top’ at 
home, I hate driving with that thing up. 
Scrutineering was OK and the breakfast 
was great and we got started at 9.33 am 
and zoomed off to Zig Zag. What a lovely 
drive down through the estate roads with 
the autumn leaves showing a wonderful 
display of colours. When we arrived at the 
lane into the section there was quite a 
queue, which eventually cleared one and 
a half hour’s later. This break gave us the 
chance to catch up with Jonathan 
Toulmin’s recent trialling adventures and 
Ray Goodright’s MCC successes, gaining 
a 2005 Triple award. Well done Ray. 
Dogged determination and gradual 
development of the car paying dividends. 
 
During our wait we were treated to a 
flying display by Mr Mills’ Austin Chummy. 
The first indication that something was 
happening was when a group of chatting 
drivers began scurrying away at high 
speed from then bottom of the return road 
(later to be Tregear). Arnie was quickest, 
as he always is on special tests. Then the 

Chummy came into view, going far too 
fast and on two wheels and it turned turtle 
in the bushes. Luckily no serious injury 
was sustained (although the passenger 
received a cut hand), having been saved 
by the rather frail hood supporting frame. 
Phew! Zig Zag went well for us, despite 
the corners being deeply rutted. Class 0 
had a straight through version and this 
seemed OK too. 
 
Gypsy Lane special test was next, which 
gave us all the opportunity of two full bore 
blasts. Our time was reasonable but the 
Marlin’s cross flow engine started to 
sound rough and we knew there was a 
good reason why. On Saturday the newly 
fitted exhaust manifold, the veritable 
bunch of bananas, had sprung a leak and 
as there was no time to weld it up it was 
duly plastered in cement and covered 
with a piece of alloy. Of course the 
cement got blasted out and we were 
destined to spend the rest of the trial 
sounding like an old Fordson TVO 
Standard tractor! 
 
The next hill of note was Wild Boar Lane 
down in sleepy St Neot village, although 
in the past it has always been easy, so 
nothing to worry about. Tommy Kalber 
pulls up behind us and his Melos is 
sounding worse than our Marlin. “Got a 
coke can av’ e? Our exhaust pipe has 
broken off”. No not an old can in sight, or 
even a new one either, so carry on 
regardless. As for the section we see Ray 
Goodright go clean without much fuss, 
then Jonathan fail. It seems there is 
something tricky around the corner 
(deviation for the higher classes – ed) 
Owen Ingram tells us to keep inside the 
cones and good luck! We move forward 
with caution, square it up and cut her 
loose, she spins madly on the polished 
slate and comes to a halt at 5. Strange it 
didn’t go up there? And then I remember 
that we are on 14 psi, as are all class 7, 
bet Arnie gets up though. 
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Back on the road to Water Main Lane we 
came across a flock of sheep being driven 
along the narrow lanes and this goes on 
for at least 2 miles and we are further 
delayed. Will we finish before dark? We 
clear Water Main Lane OK, it’s quite easy 
for trials’ prepared cars, but ideal for class 
0. 
 
A few miles of narrow lanes later we are 
quite near to Trebeigh and going down a 
narrow hill, with grass between the wheels 
and to our great surprise there is an 
Austin Maestro coming up towards us. 
Brakes are fully applied by both parties, 
wheels lock up and the inevitable crunch 
is awaited. But we stop without touching 
and you couldn’t slide a Stacey number 
between the bumpers. Pleasantries are 
exchanged with the young mother and her 
children in the Austin and we are soon on 
our way. 
 
Mineview comes later and this year is 
again without a restart, actually the Tamar 
has no perishing restarts at all this year. 
Jonathan and Pat have to work hard off 
the start, but clear the section OK. We 
also clear it and then enjoy the sound of 
punished engines echoing through the 
trees, whilst inflating our tyres for the 
road. Chillaton also goes OK, but the start 
marshal remarked about our puffing 
exhaust. Now for a real classic hill, Angel 
Steps, a nightmare with a restart, but 
today it’s straight through. We are advised 
that many are failing at the 4 marker. 
There are two cars in front and Michael 
Collins comes down in the Golf. We chat 
to Mike Gomm, who says that he has 
never climbed Angel Steps before. By way 
of encouragement I said that Marlins 
usually sail up and that this is his year. Off 
he goes in the Pinto engined version and 
we hear the coals piled on to the tune of 
about 6000 rpm, then silence. Down he 
comes again, failed, better luck next year 
Mike. 
 
 

We have a bumpy ride, but ease to the 
top and onto a refreshment break by 
Marystow Church. Robin Moore is there to 
park us up and make sure that we don’t 
spoil the grass on the village green. Ken, 
my superb passenger, goes of to buy the 
grub, while I make an attempt to repair the 
noisy exhaust with Gum Gum and jubilee 
clips. By now Tommy is emptying a Coke 
can ready for his repair and comes to 
borrow some wire from my tool kit. 
 
Exhausts repaired we are on our way to 
Lee Quarry, which as usual was as rough 
as rats with more exposed roots than in 
the New Forest! We clean it OK, but 
Jonathan was unable to master it – hit it 
as bit harder next year. Park Impossible 
was at its usual stopping game, straight 
up this year and a spirited approach was 
required. We were flying and went high on 
the right hand bank, l plunged into the 
lane and success was assured – two 
yards later stationary! How can a car stop 
so quickly? Seven marks lost which 
seemed about par for course with our 
‘neighbours’ 
 
Through Tregeare OK then to the second 
special test at Scarstick. We were behind 
Ian Davies in the Buggy and his attempt 
was fun to watch. Clutch dropped, front 
wheels in the air and dive into the stream 
on full lock, sort it out with a lurch, then 
almost overshoot the line. Been there, 
done that with a similar result, not a very 
good time. 
 
On to the last two sections, with New 
Langley’s being the first. This one always 
has a winch at the top to tow out the 
failures, as there is only one exit from the 
valley. The first car we see make an 
attempt is Hans Viertel in his Alfa engined 
Buggy. He makes hard work of it and fails 
around the 4 marker. Next to go is Derek 
Rogers in his Pinto engined Marlin. He 
flies it with no problem, suppose he used 
2nd gear as there’s plenty of poke on 
hand. Jeff Blight goes next in the class 8 
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Fourtune Engineering 
 

Trials car preparation & fabrication specialist 
Complete car preparation & modifications 

Windscreens made to your drawings 
Tyre racks, sump guards etc 

Air bottle repairs & refills 
Trial tyre gauges 0-30 psi with quick deflate valve 

Needle Roller Diff Pins B series axle 
 

If you need it making or mending, give me a ring 
Steve Holder. It may not cost you a fortune. 

 
4, Withybridge Gardens, Cheltenham, Glos, GL51 9TL 

Junction 10, M5 
Tel: 01242 680620 Mobile: 07973 128189 

TKP and makes little progress for a failure 
(class 8 are on 18 psi). Next Tommy and 
Clive Kalber fly up, which gives us 
confidence for our attempt. Plenty of grip 
seems to be on hand and a spirited climb 
is possible. With the back end going 
everywhere but straight the last bank is 
approached with the Marlin sideways and 
we drift into a small sapling for one point 
– not bad really. 
 
Trevilla was the last section and it was 
very sticky and our effort was very poor, 
resulting in a disappointing 4 marks lost – 
should have done better, can do better as 
so many of my school reports said! On to 
Boscastle and the reconstructed 
Wellington Arms to sign off. The place is 
full of smiling faces as everyone has 
enjoyed a great day’s sport. Thank you 
L&NCMC for putting on a super trial, good 
sections, good route marking and route 
book and for keeping the rain at bay. 
 

 
 
By the following Saturday the results were 
on the doormat and no surprises there. 
Andrew Martin had won the Tamar 
Trophy on Index of Performance and in 
the process made the rest of class 7 look 
not a little amateurish. He only failed Park 
Impossible. Sticker Martin won class 3, 
Dave Haizelden class 1 and as usual Mr 
Talbot class 8. We finished 4th in class 7 – 
must make sure that the exhaust system 
is reliable for next year. Anyway as Chris 
Tarrant would say “well done everybody”. 
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The 2005 Tamar Trial 
by Paul Allaway & David 

Haizelden 
 

M ike Collins’ Tamar got off to a 
shaky start when Mike 
diagnosed a faulty engine 
mount on the Golf. With Dave 

Haizelden’s assistance the loose engine 
mount was traced to a loose front wheel – 
close eh Mike?! Mike’s next problem was 
his navigator Tina Allaway, who felt 
unwell on the morning of the trial so 
Rachel Allaway was roused from her bed 
to take over navigational duties, which 
according to Mike she did splendidly after 
such short notice.  
 

Judy Phillips was also still unwell, so Paul 
Allaway stepped in alongside Adrian in 
the Hornet complete with new hat and 
waterproofs much to the amusement of 
the tin top brigade. 
 

As usual the 59th Tamar Classic started 
from Hallworthy Cattle Market. 
Launceston and North Cornwall Motor 
Club had decided to run a class 0 route 
but only two cars and two bikes took up 
the challenge.  
 

The main trial turned left out of the car 
park and headed for Zig Zag while the 
four class 0 competitors turned right and 
completed the Oozes Water section 
before rejoining the main trial at Zig Zag. 
In class 3 Simon Groves and Sticker 
Martin were the only cleans but we 
understand there was a black and blue 
Barty that emerged from the back of 
Simon’s Escort as the Escort was neither 
horizontal or straight for the entire climb! 
Launceston’s timing schedule was 
suddenly over turned quite literally when 
A Mills in his class 0 Austin Chummy 
rolled on the descent from Zig Zag, 
fortunately with no personal injury. Phil 
Parker also added to the delay by having 
to be recovered when the starter motor 
cable spiked the ECU on his Supersquirt 

Injected Escort. Let’s hope Mike Warns 
with the aid of his laptop can get the little 
squirts working again!  
 

In class 1 Adrian Booth made a return to 
trailing after a serious hand injury and got 
off to a good start with a clean of Zig Zag. 
Nick Simmons in the Peugeot 306 took a 
dive on the first corner and fell over the 
edge requiring numerous bodies to 
recover him and in class 5 his brother 
Chris Simmons finally got the Porsche to 
the start line and faired no better whilst 
Keith Sanders got the Scimitar to the top. 
 

A slippery Special Test in Gypsy Lane 
followed, fastest in the mud was Carl 
Talbot laying down a marker for the entire 
field. 
 

A run down the A30 took the field to 
School Lane, which very nearly the entire 
field cleaned and on to Wild Boar Lane 
where most of class 7 made a pigs ear of 
the deviation! The only perky porkers in 
this class were Andrew Martin and Ray 
Goodright who both went clean.   
 

The next three hills were Water Main 
Lane, Trebeigh and Barretts Mill and were 
cleaned by the entire field.  A trip through 
Gunnislake and over the River Tamar 
took us to Mineview. In class 1 Dave and 
Aaron were the only ones to clear the hill. 
Mike Collins with Rachel Allaway’s help 
got the red Golf away from the start, but 
almost came to a stop in the really 
slippery bit, but worked the car away and 
cleared the hill. But Mike’s elation was 
short lived as the marshal at the start 
failed him, as he saw the rear wheels stop 
turning. The rest of class 1 failed to leave 
the start line altogether along with, 
surprisingly Bill and Liz in the MG. 
 

The route to Chillerton Section 10 was 
interrupted with a diff test carried out by 
ACTC stalwarts John and June Blakely 
who had been directed to check the class 
leaders for dodgey workings. Chillerton 
presented no problems so it was onto the 
fearsome Angel Steps. As the green Golf 
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Tamar Trial  
 
 
Adrian Dommett, 
Wolsley Hornet, on 
Trevilla 

 
(Photos by  
Pat Toulmin) 

 
 
 
 
A Rippon, VW 
Baja, on the  
Scarsick Special 
Test 

 
 
 
Tim Foster, 
Ford Special, 
on 
Trevilla 
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arrived the crew were greeted by the sight 
of class 1 cars jacked up, as they all 
punctured on this section. In class 5 Keith 
Sanders blotted his clean sheet with a 2 
while Chris Simmons dropped 4 in the 
Porsche. In class 3 Simon Groves despite 
the Bartleman in the back dropped 4 or 
was that punctured all 4 Simon? In class 7 
Launceston members Mike and Pat 
Gomm stopped at the 1 which must have 
been almost in sight of Robin Moore, 
ACTC President and Launceston member 
who was advising on the parking outside 
the church hall at the top of Angel Steps 
for the half way halt. 
 

After tea and cakes it was down into the 
woods to play with a twisty section called 
Lee Quarry which caught out class 8 
father and sons crews Mike Chatwin and 
Hans Viertel who got stuck on the tree 
roots and both dropped 5. In class 7 
Harvey Waters’ Pop popped its diff, which 
is hardly surprising when you see Harvey 
in action. Having given it death on the 
Exmoor Clouds’ final section despite 
repairing a broken pannard rod bolt the 
diff expired at the 5 marker, which was 
probably a relief to everything else inside 
the axle! 
 

Section 14 is another Tamar favourite, 
Park Impossible. Nice to see Angus 
Stewart acting as start line marshal, also 
Roger Ugalde taking a break from Lands 
End clerk of the coursing was checking 
tyre pressures on those returning to the 
bottom of the hill. Carl Talbot continued on 
his way to an overall win with a best climb 
of a 5, other notables John Robbiliard, 
Keith Sanders and D Rogers who all got 
to the 7. 
 

With Section 15 Tregeare presenting no 
difficulties to the field it was onto Scarsick 
special test with Carl Talbot again being 
fastest in the water closely followed by 
Dudley Sterry, navigated by Chris Phillips 
ACTC Championship Secretary. 
 
 
 

 

The last two sections were New Langleys 
and Trevilla. Adrian Dommett having 
dropped 8 on Park Impossible added a 3 
and a 4 on these two hills, almost certainly 
because of the tyre pressure restrictions 
as Adrian did a restart with low pressures 
on New Langley’s and cleaned the 
section. A large crowd watched Trevilla, 
Adrian Booth’s excellent run allowed him 
to join Dave and Mike’s Golfs with a clean. 
In class 3 Tubby White produced a best 
climb with a 1 closely followed by Sticker 
Martin who got stuck on 2. In class 7 
Andrew Martin produced the only clear 
with the aid of second gear, which gave 
him the Tamar Trophy on index of 
performance. Ray Goodright in the Arkley 
took the Doney Cup. In class 5 Keith 
Sanders dropped 1 point but took the 
Saloon Cup and was fifth overall. 
 

A BIG well done to all the marshals and 
Launceston organisers for a good day’s 
sport! 

Angus Stewart at Park Impossible 
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The 2005 Tamar Trial 
by Jill Ollis 

 
 

H aving ridden in the Motor 
Cycling Club's trials, in the "0" 
class - novices and older riders 
and/or machinery, and a 

combination of - for over 3 years, it has 
always been my good fortune to ride with 
Roger Cantle. He very kindly adopted me 
on my 2nd MCC event held at the 
Curborough sprint course. We were 
indeed a.'small "0'' class entry that lined 
up to start the 59th Tamar Classic 
Reliability Trial, only 2 cars and 2 
motorcycles. Roger on his immaculate 
Suzuki DR250 and myself on my trusty 
(rusty) Yamaha Serow 225. It was 
however, 4 more than last year, when the 
"0" class did not actually happen. 
 
I arrived at Wilsey Down Hotel, the night 
before, having ridden down from 
Wedmore, which is near Cheddar. 
Graham Makepeace very kindly locked 
my machine to the back of his camper 
van. After a pleasant meal together with 
Mr. R. Gerring from Oxford ( sorry I've 
forgotten your first name !) I had a good 
night’s sleep. 
 
The next day dawned fairly bright, but 
blowy at around 7 am. A flurry of getting 
ready, scrutineering and sorting out the 
little foibles in the route, meant I missed 
breakfast. There never seems to be 
enough time for everything before a trial. 
Time for a quick chat with Steven Bailey 
on his lovely MAC Velocette, and the 
other lady rider. 
 
We all started around 8.40, being led, 
nursery style, to the first section by a 
marshal's Land Rover. This was called 
most appropriately "Oozes Water", a 
stony climb with a gully down the middle, 
and a right hand bend. It was a nice easy 
start. After completely missing an 
outrageously obvious turn, and being 

rescued by the aforementioned Land 
Rover, we got to the 2nd section, firmly 
wedged behind a line of cars. I managed 
to squeeze past, narrowly avoiding sliding 
into a ditch, but unfortunately left Roger 
behind. I did not see the start board, and 
there did not seem to be any marshals, so 
I just carried on up the greasy track to the 
end, and it was there the marshals told 
me where the start was. With difficulty I 
slid back down again to the start, by now 
completely clogged up with mud. I 
squirmed sideways, back up the track, but 
with a dab. 
 
After this "0" section, we joined the main 
Zig-Zag hill at a muddy rutted left hand 
bend, which was a bit of a shock. On, up 
and up, and then a rather slippery rocky 
down and down. I waited for Roger at the 
bottom, but after half an hour, I was 
worried that the sections might close, so I 
pressed on to the Gypsy Lane section. 
 
Gypsy Lane was an easy ride up a stony 
gradient, with a large boulder on the left 
side. The marshals were worried that the 
"0" class had not arrived, and were 
indeed just about to beetle off. On into the 
1st special test, and a real test, however 
there was nothing special about my time. 
All memories of section 5 to 8 seem to 
have been erased from my brain, but I do 
remember all were cleaned, and well 
within "0" class capabilities. 
 
Section 9, Mine View, and we had the 
choice to go up the first incline and back 
again, or to carry on up. If I had been with 
Roger, I would have probably have gone 
on, as he did, and succeeded! 
 
After Chillaton, section 10, we came into 
Marystow village hall, and had a welcome 
break with hot pasties and drinks, which 
were excellent! I would have like to have 
lingered a while longer, to chat to the kind 
ladies and gentleman catering to us. 
Another chat to the other lady rider, 
outside the hall (I'm so sorry I have 
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Tamar Trial 
 
The Austin 
Chummy after it’s 
accident on the 
way out of Zig 
Zag 
 

 
Photo by   
Pat Toulmin) 

 
 
Adrian Dommett & 
Paul Allaway on Lee 
Quarry 
 
 
(Photo by  
Aaron Haizelden) 

 
 
Adrian Booth on Zig 
Zag 
 
 
 
(Photo by  
Aaron Haizelden 
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completely forgotten your name!) she 
seemed to be enjoying herself I heard 
that the Austin 7 Chummy had crashed, 
and hoped that all were safe. We then 
followed the marshals to the next section 
which was Lee Wood, a scenic climb up 
through a forest track with a couple of 
lovely bends. I really enjoyed that one! 
 
I have to say at this stage that the 
scenery was beautiful, with glimpses of 
the sea, and lovely stretches of woodland. 
There was virtually no traffic until we 
arrived at sunny downtown Boscastle, 
and I've never met friendlier people 
running a trial. They really could not have 
been more helpful. 
 
Next on the menu was section 14, Park 
Impossible. Our class had the first part of 
a steep climb, and then a sharp left 
hairpin down off the section. 
Unfortunately the marshal insisted that I 
should go straight up, which is what I did. 
I cleaned the "0" bit, and remember 
thinking it was getting a little steep, but 
opened up the mighty Serow and carried 
on. Amid cries "NO - NO ! !". I put the 
anchors on (big mistake), and slid back 
and fell into the bank. Thanks very much 
to the chaps who manhandled the bike 
round on such a steep and slippery 
incline. With hindsight, I should have kept 
going, and given it a go. 
 
I did not recognise section 15, Tregeare 
from any other angle, except the one that 
presented itself at the start. A steep climb 
but still an enjoyable one. 
 
Our last part of the trial was the 2nd 
special test at Scarsick. A little less sticky 
than the first. In no time at all I was riding 
through Boscastle, to park in the main car 
park. It felt a touch surreal, walking past 
all the cafes, where holiday makers were 
licking ice creams and eating fish and 
chips, and perhaps wondering who this 
strange muddy, dishevelled person was. 
Having been in the remote villages and 

woodlands of North Cornwall all day, I did 
feel as if I had just dropped out of the sky 
from another planet. 
 
After signing off and a winding down drink 
in the Wellington Hotel With Tom 
Beckerleg and Mr. Harvey (first name 
gone I'm afraid!) we had an interesting 
chat, and then as we went out Roger 
Cantle came in, so that called for another 
winding down drink, followed by another 
interesting chat/post mortem. 
 
Finally Roger and I rode back to Wilsey 
Down Hotel to meet up with my long 
suffering, and patient, husband, driver of 
the van and trailer, and to load up the 
bikes. 
 
A final winding down drink, and a meal 
with Roger and Steven Bailey and his 
lady, and further chat. We all enjoyed the 
trial, the "0" sections were pitched about 
right for the novices, and older machinery 
and or riders. I am always left wondering 
what the main triallers did. May be  I 
should have a go, but then there may not 
be a "0" class. 
 
I apologise for not thanking each marshal 
personally. I always intend to, on my way 
through but in reality I often have a very 
blank expression at the start of the 
sections and that stays with me up the 
track. 
 
A thoroughly enjoyable trial, in such 
beautiful surroundings and I hope that 
anyone who reads this will be encouraged 
to have a go, If I can do it – anyone can!!!! 
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Tarka Trial – 30th October 2005 
by Keith Sanders 

 

T he Met Office forecast was for 
heavy rain so the dress code was 
going to be wellie boots and 
waterproof trousers. I’d enlisted 

the help of a new bouncer for the Tarka – 
Mike Warnes who’s normally a regular 
competitor, but has missed most events 
this year due to overload of DIY 
commitments at home. 
 
Sure enough as we arrived at 
scrutineering it was tipping down. Not that 
it affected the scrutineering team as 
they’d erected a large gazebo so all under 
cover. In no time at all we we’re all 
scrutineered, signed-on, bacon-buttied 
and away. By the time we arrived at 
section 1 the rain had stopped and 
remained this way for the rest of the day. 
 
First car section was Kingscott, rough 
stone and rock with restart for most. Was 
a bit rougher that I thought, didn’t cause 
any problems but had to take it gently as 
I’d let a bit too much air out of tyres. Crept 
up the long lane gently and was quickly 
caught by Dave Dyer and Tom Upton. 
Tom was particularly pleased with his 
climb and the gleaming white Avenger 
was now starting to collect the dirt. 
 
Then it was off to the first of three special 
tests – Sugworthy. Basically a series of 
long blasts and circles around cones in a 
very wet field. I think nearly the whole trial 
entry was here together and it took a 
while for the field to clear the field (if you 
know what I mean). Entertaining to watch 
the different styles – from gently bently to 
wellie Nellie. Lots of mud flying especially 
from Bill Foreshew, as he nicely power-
slid his Golden Valley Special around the 
cones. Didn’t quite work that well for me, 
just couldn’t get the front wheels to bite in 
enough on the tight turns so ended up 
going much wider than I’d liked. 

 
Then off next to a special test called Hill - 
which was actually level! Section 5, 
Spittle, had an interesting fast flowing 
river to cross with steep step to climb out. 
Certainly caused Jeff Blight’s class 8 TKP 
to “spittle” as the water got in the engine 
bay. Several cars had a bow wave of 
water over the bonnet as they plunged 
through. 
 
The restart at section 6 Oakwell caused a 
real challenge for all car classes and the 
greasy surface certainly got the better of 
me. It wasn’t going to stop Sticker Martin 
though as he was the only “production 
class” car to clear. That’s more than can 
be said for the tree at end of section that 
did manage to stop him - resulting in a 
badly crunched front wing. I’m still 
amazed how he managed to find enough 
grip to get moving fast enough to do that 
much damage! 
 
Following Oakwell saw the retirement of 
Andrew Martin, which was a great shame 
as he was one of the few people who’d 
managed to keep a clean sheet up until 
then. 
 
Following the lunch halt we headed into 
the woods for two consecutive sections, 
Quarry and Woods. The class 8 restart on 
Woods had been placed in a deep 
quagmire of mud caused by the heavy 
overnight rain. This wasn’t going to stop 
Charlie Shopland though who was the 
only class 8 to go clean. We also 
managed to clear the “1” marker by about 
½ inch but enough to claim a clean. 
Woods didn’t cause any problems with all 
cars clear. 
 
The exit down the field from Woods was 
very slippery with a ditch downside of the 
exit path. This was clearly marked with 
hazard tape (you know – the stuff they 
use to prevent rally cars going off cliffs). 
However it wasn’t strong enough to stop 
me from careering off-route towards the 
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ditch. Luckily I was able to stop before 
getting into real trouble, but got myself 
stuck in the meantime. Luckily Jeff Blight 
and “Hobbit” were inflating their tyres 
nearby so we able to come across to help 
push. 
 
Next up was one of my favourite sections 
of the trials calendar, High Bray – only 
this time with a restart.  It was going to be 
a close call with tyre pressures, need to 
be low enough to get some grip on the 
restart but high enough not to puncture 
and throw a tyre of the rim. Managed to 
get it right this time and stormed to a 
clear. 
 
Lewisbank was originally planned for all 
vehicles but on the day the marshals 
were concerned about cars sliding into 
the river at the bottom. It was therefore 
attempted only by solos, outfits and 
classes 7 & 8. 
 
Immediately after Lewisbank was section 
13 Beccott which was a long hill with 
deep mud and a restart. Watching Eric 
Smith who was in front of us, it seemed 
the technique was to power away from 
the start line and keep as much speed as 
possible to drag yourself through the 
mud. Well this seemed to work and by the 
time we got to the restart a “channel” was 
emerging so we got away OK. David Dyer 
was concerned about getting bogged-
down on the restart so decided to take a 
tactical approach – he just didn’t stop! 

 
Section 14, Stoke, was fairly rocky with 
even longer rougher rockier exit lane, 
which unfortunately claimed the diff of 
Kevin Upton’s previously gleaming white 
Avenger. As if this wasn’t enough of a 
problem for the marshals to contend with, 
the recovering Land Rover ended up 
sideways off the track. 
The final section of the day was Hurscott, 
a long slippery lane with separate restarts 
near the top and a very big muddy puddle 
which by now looked like chocolate 
“instant whip”. David Dyer says he had to 
back off as there was a huge rock in the 
wheel track at least the size of a double-
decker bus but no one else saw it. 
 
The most amazing performance of the 
day came from Martin Chapman and 
Claire Butler on their Kawasaki Wasp 
outfit who not only cleaned every section 
but put the cherry on the top by putting in 
blisteringly quick special test times. 
 
So all in all it was a good trial enjoyed by 
all, even the organisers I believe who 
were very grateful to the competitors for 
supporting their event. Not quite sure why 
this event isn’t part of the ACTC 
championship calendar but it’ll certainly 
be on my calendar again next year. 
 
 
 
 
 

Tarka Trial October 2005 
by Martin Marriott 

 

I  apologise for the lack of mention for 
you 4-wheeler guys and girls but I’m 
afraid I didn’t get to see any of you in 
action. I hope you had a good trial 

though. This year my ‘trialing’ has been 
limited to the MCC events and the 
Hazleton Trial near Cheltenham back in 

May – and it showed!  But this would 
only become apparent as the weekend 
of the Tarka unfolded. 
 

Having registered with the ACTC half 
way through this year I thought it was 
about time I made use of the small pile 
of regs that had built up on the dining 
room table. As the Lands End passes 
through the part of North Devon 
concerned (but always at night for bikes) 
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I plumped for the Tarka.  An old friend of 
mine Paul Weston, together with his 
navigator Doug Chapel, was competing in 
his Liege and we decided to meet up at 
Okehampton the evening before. 
Sheltering in the doorway of the Plymouth 
Inn with the rain sheeting down had 
started the alarm bells ringing – it was 
going to be wet! 
 

Arriving at the Venue and waiting to sign 
on, I was struck by the friendly 
atmosphere with plenty of banter and 
chitchat in full swing. Chris Poel 
described how he had spent the night in 
his Micra having driven down from the 
Midlands and mentioned that he was 
using his father’s Beta Alp instead of his 
own Honda, but wasn’t sure how he 
would get on. He shouldn’t have worried; 
he managed a creditable 4th in the largest 
class – A1. 
 
On to the trial itself; the ‘bikes only’ 
Heaton proved to be the nemesis of most 
of the solos with no one getting better 
than an ‘8’. “Surely they weren’t all going 
to be this tough?” In the end most 
managed to scrabble up the fairly deep 
gullies one way or another and everyone 
was good-natured about it although a little 
steamy under the collar. 
 
Kingscott followed and some confidence 
returned with a ‘clean’. By now the rain 
had stopped and the weather was good 
for the rest of the day, which cheered-up 
both competitors and marshals alike. The 
special test at Sugworthy featured the 
high point of witnessing the outfits doing 
their stuff. ‘Commitment’ is an 
understatement! I think it was Martin 
Chapman and his passenger Claire Butler 
that showed the most, with some 
spectacular rooster’s tails and a blistering 
time. Judging from the results they had a 
very successful day with no marks 
dropped. 
 
 

The sections at Spittle and Oakwell 
featured a characteristic that was to 
become a bit of a theme for much of the 
trial – mud – and plenty of it. They were 
both best to be forgotten by yours truly as 
the taste of dirt came all too swiftly. 
 

As suspected in advance, and confirmed 
at the start, Oxham was cancelled due to 
the river being in flood. Next stop was the 
lunch break. The garage seemed to be 
doing a roaring trade in hot drinks, pasties 
and sandwiches that were very welcome 
by then. An excellent choice for the 
halfway break. 
 

Quarry was a muddy paddle for most but 
Woods by comparison was a relative 
doddle. I always thought that the 
Gloucestershire lanes near where I live 
were muddy but those of North Devon 
give them some stiff competition! 
 

The excellent route notes provided by the 
organisers featured something I haven’t 
seen before, descriptions of the sections. 
Sometimes, however, you can have too 
much information; “Down hill to polished 
rock”! Walscott was a good section I just 
wish I had been better through it. 
By this time I was circulating with Steve 
Worner and Brian Dark, both from the 
Bristol area. I think it was Brian who said 
that he was once involved with organising 
a trial where the special test consisted of 
trying to go as slow as you could! Sounds 
like one of those Japanese endurance TV 
shows. 
 

Onwards to Highbray, this is the type of 
section I enjoy most of all and a clean 
was the result. However, the next two 
sections Lewisbank and Beccott, were a 
return to ‘glorious’ mud. The outfits were 
spectacular at Lewisbank with their 
engines ‘full chat’; it would have been 
good to see how the cars tackled it. 
Beccott though, was claiming many 
victims. It seemed that the first few bikes 
through found some grip but the rest of us 
were doomed to failure. However, special 
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mention should go to Buster Griffin on his 
Serow (the new 250) for having a valiant 
attempt. 
 

Stoke was a nice long section with plenty 
of variety of ‘going’ and this lead on to the 
last special test at Godlaga. This was a bit 
of a disaster for me as I managed to get 
the bike crossed-up in the big rut and had 
to man handle the thing around, adding a 
mass of time. 
 

Last section of the day was Hurscott 
which again featured the, by now, familiar 
Devon mud! 
 

I have to thank the organisers and their 
assistants for a very enjoyable and 
friendly trial that I for one will be back to 
try again next year. If you haven’t tried it 
for yourself yet, give it a go.  I just have to 
finally mention the fantastic view when 
dropping down into Bishop’s Tawton with 
the very full River Taw shining through the 
hazy sunshine in the valley below – 

The 2005 Tarka Trial  
Steve Knight for North Devon 

MC 
 

S 
ix years on, I am confident 
everything is “as good as it 
gets”, but I cannot believe just 
how many things go wrong 

before and during the day. Last week I 
had lost my caterer, scrutineer, various 

marshals, and on the day a top official, 
complete sections, course opening 
vehicle, double dutch check sheets and 
finally what to do with the late runners; 
two vehicles in one hour is unreasonable 
for the 30 or so remaining marshals to 
wait. Next year I will close the section, so 
cars will have to take a 12 and short cut 
to stay in the event – this has always 
been in the supplementary regulations.  
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However, as if by accident or not, it all 
comes together and competitors remarks 
are “Excellent” “V.ery Good” “Wonderful” 
“Thanks to all” “ Best ever” Some want 
dryer weather / less mud; one said it 
should be harder. Sorry I cannot do 
anything about the size of the car park.  
 

The rain the night before and early 
morning put the sections into 
“demanding” mode but the weather 
cleared by 9 am which made the day 
perfect for all. The first section for solo 
bikes was punctuated by a river (not as 
map) which most competitors fell 
headlong into! They were there for over 
an hour; but by section 6 they were 
EXACTLY on time. Cars had been 
delayed by the bikes at the first long 
special test so by lunch should have been 
in and out sharpish to make up time. 
Quarry was the next section but 
fortunately for most, all we got was a 
sheet full of Fs ( my sentiment as well ) 
and no post numbers ! 
 

Casual spectator Nick Phillips and family 
then saved the day at Walscott marking 
the sheets perfectly. Beccott proved 
impossible for all due to the earlier rain. I 
have no idea how that was marked so 
was scraped for the bikes. 

The last two sections proved terminal for 
two cars (blown diffs) and nearly the 
towing Land Rover who ended up 
sideways off the track; Ryan with his 4 x 4 
coming to the rescue yet again, finally 
giving a lift to three lost marshals, 
collecting markers, tick sheets, results 
secretary, and towing a car out of the 
section all at the same time, he was the 
star of administration. 
 

Without a doubt the overall expert was 
the Kawasaki Wasp motorcycle 
combination of Martin Chapman and 
Claire Butler who astonished everyone by 
cleaning every section and being fastest 
through all the special tests – I was 
speechless – this outfit must be the finest 
seen at classic trials and deserves the 
recognition. 
 

A few thanks follow to the competitors (of 
course) and to all the marshals who turn 
out regardless of the weather. To Jill and 
family for signing on, Robert who could 
just manage car park attendant, to Stuart 
and Mike & Sally Reed who set out the 
sections, scrutineered, and marshalled - 
two or three extra people helping beyond 
the call of duty makes up for those that 
don’t.  
 

Tarka gets ‘otter 
by Dave Mason 

 

I t was certainly hot after the first 
section for bikes. We were met with 
the long stream in full flood, a line up 
on the banks as in past events 

looked impossible; they were now 
completely eroded. The challenge of this 
section was enjoyed immensely both 
riding and watching as it was 9 – 12 for 
all except Gary Prisk who got the big 
650cc Honda up to an 8. So how did he 
do that then?  Off we went to KINSCOTT 
with its restart and on to the first special 
test – SUGWORTHY. Here was the 
chance for a bit of exuberance, a big 

muddy field with only a few bollards to 
interrupt the flow. Buster had a ‘senior 
moment’, and went round the first bollard 
twice. It may be that he just fancied 
heaping a bit of humiliation on some of us 
by still posting a much quicker time. 
Incidentally Buster is riding the new 250 
Yamaha Serow, certainly the first to be 
used in anger in this country. Within a 
few miles we had the second test at 
HILL. There was a tight turn around in the 
narrow lane for the bikes. Quite difficult 
unless you have the confidence to open 
the throttle to break traction and spin it 
around. Colin Nicholls knows how to do 
it, so does Ray Gerring of course and 
that man again Gary Prisk running them 
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very close. Still anybody’s trial but the 
next couple of sections would start to sort 
the men from the boys. 
 

SPITTLE – descent through river and up 
grass track so the route card said. So 
whoever penned the route is an Estate 
Agent. (But understands the problems of 
reading a route card on a bike producing 
one for us in nice large type – good man). 
A nice little extra had been bolted on for 
the bikes around the trees but then whoa, 
Niagara in full spate. It virtually stopped 
you dead just when you really needed to 
be picking up speed for the very muddy 
and rutted grass track. I saw Steve 
Grinter come up there like a train and on 
a Mitas (Barum) rear tyre, now how cheap 
is that. The following section, OAKWELL 
was also to take some heavy marks from 
some fancied runners. Steve Grinter was 
again going like a train, which was a pity 
because he should have been stopping 
for a restart! At this stage it was Chris 
Lidstone and Peter Lethbridge leading the 
field both to throw it all away much later in 
the trial. 
 

OXHAM, as expected was flooded so on 
down to the very friendly garage for 
refuelling bike and person. It was here 
that I learnt that Andy Petherick is not the 
gentleman I had thought. With the outfit 
stuck in Niagara back at Spittle it was 
Anita up to her nether regions in water 
doing all the pushing so I hear. At the 
lunch stop Anita’s boots were off and half 
a river poured out, then off with the socks. 
Now lads, back to the trial.  
 

So, it was off we go again with no more 
than a couple of miles to start the second 
half at QUARRY. We were a little too 
keen to get going and had to wait awhile 
for marshals to regroup. I clearly 
remember riding Quarry, not too difficult 
for bikes but have no recollection of post 
numbers being absent. Steve Knight, the 
Sec makes mention of this in his after trial 
roundup, I must say its rare to see a 
section in the results with a full house of 

cleans for both bikes and cars. WOODS 
followed, taking a nice sprinkling of marks 
and this was to be Chris Lidstone’s bete 
noir, posh for saying he made a right pigs 
ear of it’.  
 

WALSCOTT, a bike only section is a bit of 
a corker, down hill following a stream with 
unbelievably slippery rocks. It’s either a 
clean or down on your ear as the front 
wheel slides away. I feel that I was in 
good company falling in a heap at the one 
marker along with several others. This 
section is just a stones throw from that 
classic HIGHBRAY a real test of throttle 
control – polished rock with an adverse 
camber, I see plenty of cars struggled 
with the restart. 
 

Sections were coming thick and fast now 
as we headed back towards the finish and 
the third special test. Always good when 
you can watch others as you could on this 
test although I don’t think you are 
supposed to laugh when someone high 
sides off their bike – turning on a steep 
hill, tall bike, short legs, oops. 
 

So who had the biggest smiles while 
enjoying those last few miles back to the 
finish? Colin Nicholls was the man to stay 
clean on the second half of the trial to 
take the A1 class win. Steve Grinter, in 
what I believe is only his second long 
distance trial hung in there to snatch the 
big boys class, while Martin Chapman 
and Claire Butler had an outstanding ride 
to clinch the chair win and claim the only 
clean sheet of the day. Just look at their 
special test times, a really good ride. The 
other two bike classes, for monster bikes 
and big heavy British ones were each 
contested by only one rider so what can 
you say about that other than Gary Prisk 
and Tom Beckerleg are both heroes. So 
back to the finish where we were parked 
N deep but fortunately everyone was 
reasonably on time and it soon sorted 
itself out. What a cracking trial, the C of C 
and his team really work hard to give that 
bit extra for the bikes. 
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Hats off to the 2005 Hardy 
by David Dyer 

 
 

5 .45 am on Sunday 20th November 
saw my bouncer, Buzz, arrive at 
my house on his old MZ bike 
looking like a snowman, frost 

from top to toe. We were in the car and 
away by 6 am and as we arrived at the 
start my pitman and Sale VW man, 
Adrian, put in a new starter motor for me 
– what a good man he is. Adrian 
Dommett parked next to us, but his 
battery wasn’t up to scratch, so Buzz and 
I gave him a push – don’t hold this 
against us. Just a few yards away Eric 
Wall had the same problem so we also 
got him going and then off we go to John 
and June. I took some stick from John, as 
usual, but all was OK so we sign on. We 
learn that there are no tyre pressure limits 
for classes 4 & 5. 
 
9.32 am saw us approaching the first 
special test, which was all on tarmac and 
it did make a change from the mud. 
Section 1 was very steep for a small 
engine, with 18psi in the tryes and I lost 
7. The next section was a lot better and 
we lost only 2 or 3, even though we 
nearly hit a tree. Section 3 was Knowle 
Lane and it had a sting in the tale. We 
went well from the start, then sharp left 
and than a right – very good section. 
Special test 2 was next and I do enjoy the 
straight ones like this. 
 
Uploaders 4, 5 & 6 were next and we met 
Emma and David at Uploaders 4, they 
said that it was sticky at the top, however 
we never got anywhere near enough to 
see, so it was off to Uploaders 5. Here we 
saw Tim Whellock and his lady wife doing 
a good job of putting the 7-board back, 
the one I ran into, thanks Tim. 
 
Section 6 was next and what a surprise, 
Nick Farmer and Eddie Broom observing 

on this nice section. From the start there 
is a sharp left uphill and then a sharp 
right. Here we lost 2 points and were very 
pleased with this. Nick said I was rubbish, 
but Edd remarked that the trail was too 
hard for Nick, perhaps he was right! It 
was then on to section 7, Pooks Peak 
and if the restart had been two yards 
back I and many others would have 
cleaned this one. We met up with Pete 
Parr and Hans on section 8. Pete had 
had a good climb here, but backing down 
he had hit a tree – think he needs to see 
an optician – only joking Pete. 
 
Down the road to see John and June 
again for a diff test, where all was fine so 
it was off to Bayard, section 9. I think 
everyone got up here, but if it had had 
rained it would have been a different 
story. Section 10 was Nicks Pits and 
again Tim and Anne Whellock were doing 
a grand job, think I had a 3 here. Section 
11 was rubbish for me, as I lost 8, but I 
cleaned sections 12 and 13. Nick and 
Edd were still doing a fine job. I saw Paul 
Allaway driving a class 8 car – perhaps 
this will be his next vehicle? I think sweet 
William (Bill Bennett) and Keith Saunders 
struggled to win their classes. 
 
At the end of the trial I spoke to Sticker 
Martin and he said he thought it was one 
of the best trials he has entered. There 
were no diff catchers, the tyre pressure 
limits were spot on, it was not a car 
wrecker and most importantly tyre 
pressures were checked! For me it was a 
brilliant trial and nice to finish early, so it’s 
hats off to the team and a big thank you 
to the marshals. 
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Trials Reunion  
by Pat Toulmin 

 

2 005 was the 70th anniversary of 
the formation of the MG Car 
Company’s Cream Cracker and 
Musketeer trials teams and the 

Triple-M Register of the MG Car Club 
arranged a celebration weekend at the 
end of October. Between 1931 and 1939 
the MG Car Club ran an annual trial in the 
Chiltern Hills and this was the venue for 
the 2005 event, combining it with the 
Triple-M’s usual annual awards 
ceremony. 
 
The headquarters for the  two day event 
was Horwood House, now a conference 
venue, and it provided comfortable 
accomodation. 
 
Over 50 pre-war cars lined up at the 
Lambert Arms, Aston Rowant to tackle 
the first of two loops of the Chilterns on 
the Saturday. The Lambert Arms was the 
start venue for the first Chiltern trial in 
February 1931, which was won by Bill 
Hayden in an M-Type.  The prize? A 
banana—more of this later... 
 

In 2005 it was not a competitive event, 
except for a special test at the lunch halt 
and would not tackle any former sections. 
The entry included five Cream Cracker 
MGs and two Musketeers. However to 
celebrate the camaraderie, but not 
forgetting the competitive element of 
trialling, the Austin Grasshopper and 
Singer Teams also took part. Other well 
known trials cars and personalities were 
also present, including Bill and Liz 
Bennett, Gerald and Trish Burridge and 
Roger Ugalde. Robin Moore also joined in 
the fun. 
 
Of course we had to enter TJ 5000 (the 
first Cream Cracker — a blown PA) and 
he had been off the road since 2002, 
when, at the joint MCC/MAC 100th 
celebrations at Brooklands, we had a 
overheating problem on the test hill. 
Nothing is as good as a deadline, so 
Jonathan rolled up his sleeves and got his 
hands oily, only to find that it was not the 
major problem he was dreading but  just 
some gunge in the water pump. 
 
Both the morning and the afternoon runs, 
with a superbly organised lunch at the 
Lambert Arms in the middle, took us 

through 
wonderful 
country, almost 
at its best in its 
autumn colours. 
The Chiltern Hills 
are not 
particularly high, 
but Jonathan 
noted that at 
times they 
reminded him of 
the Long Mynd, 
in that there 
were possible 
sections to both 
the left and the 
right. 
 
 

Some of the cars at the start, with the 
Chilterns in the background 
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An informative  route card told us when 
we were passing pre-war sections and on 
the morning route these included 
Maidensgrove, Alms Hill, Shillingridge 
Wood, the Christmas Common Dog Leg 
special test and Lewknor. After lunch we 
passed Crowell Hill, Cookson’s Stopper, 
Light Cars Lament and Hawridge.  
 

We were lucky with the weather, dry and 
not too cold, although the cars still got 
very muddy. At Horwood House there 
was a marquee for some of the ‘famous’ 
cars and most came in quite dirty. We 
decided to leave 
TJ 5000 as he 
was, as there 
were no washing 
facilities, but we 
(and others)  had 
to work very hard 
to stop Ian 
Williamson trying  
to clean JB 7521! 
 

Saturday was 
concluded with a 
very convivial 
dinner back at 
Horwood House. 
Jonathan Toulmin 
gave a very good, 
but impromptu, 
speech about the 
early days of the Cream Crackers, based 
on his father’s letters to and from the MG 
Car Company. Most notably his father 
and the other two MG team drivers were 
unhappy about the name “Cream 
Crackers” and suggested that ‘Combat’ 
might be more suitable……Luckily Cecil 
Kimber over-ruled them and insisted that 
they keep the name. 
 
Ian Williamson then gave the keynote 
speech, majoring on the threats to off-
road motorsport. Then followed the MG 
Triple-M register awards ceremony and 
Bill Bennett almost required a 
wheelbarrow to take home his awards. 

Also he and the other members of the 
Half-Crackers Trial Team netted the team 
award and it was good to see Gerald and 
Bill publicly salute the contributions made 
by Trish and Liz respectively.  
 
Back to the banana—no I hadn’t 
forgotten. When Jonathan inherited his 
father’s trophies a few years ago there 
were all sorts of interesting items we 
didn’t know about, but one of the most 
intriguing was a silver plated banana. It 
wasn’t engraved and we had no idea 
what it was about. Now we know. It is the 

overall award from the Chilterns Trial and 
was awarded by the Central Motor 
Institute. The 2005 route book tells us 
that Maurice Toulmin won the trial in 
1936 and our records note that this was 
in TJ 5000. Interestingly we also learnt 
from a reproduction of an 1937 Sports 
Car article that Maurice came down all 
the way from Preston the following year 
to run a special test (new car not ready?).  
 
Here’s to classic trialling! And thanks to 
John Reid, Bryan Ditchman, Mike 
Linward, Colin Butchers, Alan Grassam 
and Roger Thomas for organising such 
an enjoyable weekend. 

Cream Crackers JB 7524, JB 7521 and TJ 5000 meet again 
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Tarka Trial  
 
 
Peter Lethbridge 
 
 
 
(Photos by 
Wheelspin 
Photography) 

 
 
Bill & Carole 
Foreshew 

 
 
 
Richard 
Maddern 
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Allen Trial 
 
 
 
Kim Dear,  
Wolsley Hornet, on 
Little Uplands 
 
 
 
(Photos by 
Jonathan Toulmin) 

 
 
Dave & Aaron 
Haizelden on 
Little Uplands 

 
 
Carl Talbot on 
the Guy’s Hill 
restart 
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Richard's first Allen - Terry's 
lost count! Richard and Terry 
Mattin Class 8 Kilo Sports  

by Richard Mattin 
 

M y thoughts of how my first 
Allen Trial would be as Devon 
and Cornwall was covered in 
a heavy thick blanket of snow 

on the Friday before. With an early start 
number of 8, Terry and I decided to head 
up to Bristol from North Devon on the 
Saturday evening and found our B & B 
only 15 minutes from the start at Doynton. 
 
Sunday 6am - no more snow about just a 
covering of crisp frost to start the perfect 
day. Scrutineered and signed-on, as the 
Trojans cranked their engines up it wasn't 
long before we were set to go. Wrapped 
in our thermals and many layers we just 
about squeezed into our class 8 special. 
With those pre first section nerves and 
excitement we departed on our scheduled 
time of 8.22 am. 
 
Very shortly arriving at Tog Hill observed 
section 1 - nice straightforward climb, 
clean, which settled my nerves. Just two 
and a half miles on and into Dyrham Barn 
special test, sharp left-hander to cross 
line B and struggled to select reverse as 
the seconds ticked away to eventually 
complete the test correct so no points 
added. Directly on to Henry's Hitch 
observed section 2 - enjoyed the section 
with a few trees to avoid and a bit of mud, 
which could catch you out, passing 
sections ends board. Cleaned section but 
made a hash of negotiating the tree at the 
end so with the help of the marshals I 
managed to get myself out of the mess 
and returned back to the bottom. Onto 
Bitton Lane observed section 3 first 
restart of the day with a 15 lbs tyre 
pressure limit in force looking for a restart 
with red markers. Applying our new 
hydraulic handbrake and looking left to 

right and right to left for the restart 
marshal away we went nice and tidily. 
 
Upon reaching Uplands, observed section 
4, we experienced a fair hold up as 
several cars were returning to the start 
and over-hearing other triallers discussing 
the section ahead. Eventually it was our 
turn and we began the climb seeing ruts 
and those massive craters in our path. 
With good grip and the power on it was a 
case of trying to choose the best line. 
Several hard and nasty sounding 
crunches from beneath us as the diff 
housing bounced across boulders, 
reached the restart line then with the 
marshals flag raised the Kilo began to just 
creep and grip as the positive feeling of 
success was there we soon created a 
cloud of smoke and upon clearance found 
that board two was behind our front 
wheels. Great! Was pleased with that for 
which proved for me to be the roughest 
and most challenging section for the day. 
Upon decent and at the foot of the section 
we found we had a puncture so a quick 
and muddy change over. 
 
Little Uplands a section for classes 1 - 5 
was just a pass through for us others to 
pick up the common route 'but hey' we 
struggled did anyone else? Now behind 
number 32 Dudley Sterry in his MG with 
those monster truck wheels at the foot of 
section 5 Guys Hill. How on earth did we 
get so far behind, OK we had a puncture 
but it’s not as if we were stripping hubs 
and changing half shafts in the mud. 
Anyhow watching Dudley and his 
supercharged MG start - climb - restart - 
clean, up was I and with the whole 
section in perfect view for a change, 
made it to the restart and just simply 
messed it up - too much boot and just sat 
there spinning frustrated because I knew 
what I'd done wrong, but looking over the 
results there is quite a few of you others 
who did the same. 
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Onto Strode observed section 6 with a 
tyre pressure limit of 15 psi we climbed 
strong and steady with heaps of grip and 
coming out with a clean. At Strode special 
test 2, a VW Special in front took off at 
the starting line like a bat out of hell totally 
splattering us in small mud bombs and he 
looked ever so quick compared with my 
effort - took it steady as that mud pit on 
the bend "remember" could have steered 
for you! 
 
Next we found Travers Hill, observed 
section 7, which we spent some time at, a 
good long fairly straight forward climb, 
reaching the restart again we began to 
just slightly find some grip and as the 
marshal watched closely at my driving 
wheels motion we had filled the section 
with smoke and decided to let my girl 
breathe, dropping a 6. So as instructed I 
rolled back and had another dig still no 
joy and another and another then 
considering whether to release some psi 
out I took one more 
stab and this time 
pulled it off. Phew 
was I sweating and 
realised that our 
temperature gauge 
does work! 
 
Stopping for a 
control and lunch, 
well behind time so 
we didn't hang 
about and pressed 
on with just four 
more sections 
ahead. Cleaned 
Burledge observed 
section 8 and onto 
Nanny Hurns, 
observed section 9, 
under advice and 
instructions from Terry I crept round that 
oak and squeezed on the power just right 
and with more loud crunches and a 
wrestle with the steering wheel we 
bumped and grinded up Nanny Hurns 

achieving a clean. Well chuffed as I'd 
heard about this section and it was used 
as a special test for some years. 
 
Continuing on to the last two sections to 
finish the trial. Mill Hill observed section 
10 being a cracking long climb and John 
Walker observed section 11 with a last 
minute restart thrown in - no worries 
cleaned the pair. 
 
We thoroughly enjoyed the Allen, very 
well organised with some brilliant sections 
out there. Impressed with the change of 
route ever so quick due to an accident 
earlier where police had shut the road – 
‘Well done’. Although with some fair 
damage to our special, we finished 
dropping 13 points and I was well pleased 
with my first Allen result. Many thanks to 
the Bristol Motor Club and all who 
organised and marshals for standing out 
in the cold for the day. See you next year. 

Terry looks happy about it! 
 

(Photo by Jonathan Toulmin) 
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Allen Trial 27th November 
2005 

by Tim Hellings 
 
 

I  awoke to a cold frosty reception at 
05:00, got dressed and head outside 
to acclimatise. I’m sure that it was 
warmer outside the house than in!! 

At 05:45 I heard a distant rumbling that 
confirmed Dad and the Beetle were on 
their way. 5 minutes later he arrived 
setting off car alarms as the exhaust note 
resonated through the housing estate 
(I’m very popular with the neighbours). 
We loaded up and head off to meet Nick 
Farmer and Alan Selwood at junction 23 
of the M5. Nick arrived at 06:15 and we 
all made for the start. 
 
During the journey we made two 
decisions. The first being that Nick 
Farmer needed to fit mud flaps as we 
used a full bottle of screen wash after 
covering just two junctions. Secondly we 
need to call a plumber and have central 
heating fitted to the Beetle because after 
20 minutes travelling both feet were 
numb. 
 
We arrived at the start in plenty of time to 
witness Harvey, Arnie and Paul 
Bartleman climbing out of vehicles thick 
with ice after apparently spending the 
night in them with the temperature 
dropping well below 0. It was that cold 
that Adrian Marfell's blower had frozen 
up. We signed on and warmed up with a 
coffee and sausage sandwich. 
 
At 08:51 we were underway and heading 
to: section 1, Tog Hill. A reasonable 
muddy climb claiming only one failure – 
Thomas Aldrian in an Austin 7. Following 
section 1 was the first special test of the 
day Dyrham Barn, a reasonable test with 
a bit of reversing. Fastest time of the day 
went to Gary Browning in his Beetle. 
 

Next was section 2 Henry’s Hitch, which I 
believe to be a new section. We were 
greeted at the start  line by John 
Sargeant. From the start line only a few 
metres of the deep muddy forest track 
could be seen, but it looked like we might 
struggle. As the section was subdivided I 
expect that the organisers were hoping 
the same. As it happened we gave it 
plenty of right foot and climbed relatively 
easily.  I’m sure the extreme cold had 
made the ground slightly firmer than 
normal, but it did still stop a couple of 
cars. 
 
It was on to section 3 Bitton Lane that 
included our first restart and tyre 
pressure limits of the day. We climbed 
successfully, although there was a 
couple of seconds of wheelspin at the 
restart and a lot of bouncing around in 
the back seat before we gained forward 
movement. 
 
Section 4 split the field with classes 1-5 
attempting Little Uplands and classes 6-8 
attempting Big Uplands. Big Uplands has 
not been used for a while due to its being 
deemed too rough, but was now back in 
action as some of the channels had filled 
in. 
 
The short wait at the bottom gave 
everyone chance for a chat, and for me 
to have a good look at Giles shiny white 
Beetle. Even after climbing this section 
several times I never quite remember 
how rough this section is. We climbed 
well although by the time we reached the 
section ends board we had developed a 
couple of square wheels. Nick Farmer 
was waiting for us at the top of the 
section looking like he had enjoyed the 
climb. We both agreed that if you had to 
associate anyone in particular with a 
section like this then it would have to be 
Dick Hutchings (Exmoor Clouds 
organiser). Big Uplands was well 
received with Gary Browning clean in 
class 6 joined by half of class 7 and a 
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third of class 8. Giles’ shiny new Beetle 
now sported a dented wing and a 
cracked panel. 
 
We had a 6-mile run to section 5 Guys 
Hill. The hill was its usual slippery self. It 
was our first attempt in a rear wheel drive 
car so we were a little anxious, but 
surprised when the tyres gripped and we 
accelerated up the hill to go clean. It 
wasn’t that impressive, as so did the 
majority of my class. This hill was the 
first big stopper of the day for most 
classes with notable climbs from Mike 
Collins and Dave Haizelden in class 1, 
Gary Browning and Giles in class 6, 
Arnie, Harvey and Julian Dommett in 
class 7 and Stuart Ridge, Ian Davis, 
Ross Norman, Mike Workman, Dudley 
Sterry and Stuart Harrold in class 8. 
 
Section 6 Strode was next on the list, 
which included our second tyre pressure 
limit and restart of the day. This was the 
first section to see all the field go clear. 
While waiting to attempt the section we 
heard the roar of what one of the other 
competitors announced was a jet engine 
and thought we may be near the airport. 
This caused some debate as others 
thought it was David Haizelden running 
on some new fuel purchased from his 
nearby Exeter Airport. We will never 
know. 
 
Strode special test 2 immediately 
followed the section. The section 
comprised of a 90 degree L to position all 
wheels across a line followed with a 
reverse and a drive forward. We 
witnessed Adrian Marfell slam into 
reverse and spin the wheels up with the 
car still sliding forward. Fastest time went 
to David Shaylor.  In class 1 Mike Collins 
took 10 seconds off Dave Haizelden's 
performance. Perhaps the jet fuel ran 
out ??????? 
 
I may not have got the correct point for 
this next entry as my navigator forgot to 

record it in his notes but we were 
prevented from taking the prescribed 
route due to a road closure and police 
presence. Much to our surprise a large 
orange motor sport arrow was waiting 
with an alternative route marked out. 
Fantastic organisation to put these 
changes in place so fast. We followed 
the new route and were shortly back on 
the route card. Very impressive 
performance Bristol Motor Club. 
 

We arrived at section 7 Travers Hill, a 
long hill with smooth rocks at the top. 
There was a restart for classes 6-8 which 
caused several failures.  With only Gary 
Browning and Richard Peck going clean 
in class 6. At least half of both class 7 
and 8 also failed. With a straight run from 
the bottom classes 1-5 had very few 
problems. We slid about on the rocks a 
bit but went clean. 
 

Next on the route sheet was the lunch 
control. As always it was in the picnic 
area at the end of the reservoir. It was a 
welcome chance to see how every one 
was doing and to grab a coffee before 
we attempted Burledge. Nick Farmer 
needed to change a puncture so 
requested the assistance of Pete Barr’s 
bead breaker. What a tidy bit of kit that 
was. I have not seen one work with such 
ease. Pete will be please to know that 
Nick has already written to Santa with his 
request. We all know that Burledge (did 
have) a bit of reputation as a car stopper 
but across the lunch halt we witnessed 
Giles kneel on what looked like a prayer 
mat with his head on the ground. On 
inspection he wasn’t actually praying but 
jacking up his suspension. The time soon 
passed so with a bit of excitement we 
head for the next section. 
 

Section 8 Burledge. There was rumour at 
the start line that the council had filled in 
the ruts to make the BOAT easier to use 
and unfortunately this was true. As we 
head up the track and rounded the 30 
degree right bend the full extent of the 
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council’s work could be seen as they had 
practically tarmaced the hill.  
Unfortunately a major disappointment for 
all especially Nick Farmer who kept going 
on about diff draggers and Escorts !!!  It 
did still catch out 5 class 7 and 8 cars on 
the restart at the bottom of the main 
climb. 
 

Still clean we head for section 9 Nanny 
Hurns. A short little section with a down 
hill start and a 90 degree left around a 
tree and a 5 meter steep slippery climb 
out over a lip to drive up a normal track 
and go clean. It is not too difficult but 
easy to c**k up. We followed Nick Farmer 

and as we sat on the start line waiting to 
hear that Nick had gone clear we 
suddenly heard the BMW engine rev to 
its limiter and stay there. There were 
several seconds of banging and popping 
as the engine was on its limiter before he 
backed off to return back down the 
section having failed. This caused us a 

little concern and the talking in the car 
stopped. We unfortunately followed suit 
and climbed to exactly the same place as 
Nick when still flat out we started sliding 
backwards. The hill actually stopped very 
few with the majority being in my class 
(4). Congratulations to Pete Barr, Nicola 
Wainwright and Jim Walsh who showed 
us how it should be done. 
 

The penultimate section was next, 
section 10 Mill Lane. A queue at the 
bottom allowed for plenty more 
conversation. No one experienced any 
problems as all went clear. The final 
section was upon us, section 11 John 

Walker. The organisers had added a 
restart for classes 3-8 to the section, as 
they seemed concerned about the 
number of clean runs. This caused just 4 
cars to fail. It was an enjoyable final run 
of the day.  

Tim on Mill Lane 
(Photo by Jonathan Toulmin) 
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Tricia Greenslade  
 

O 
n 18th November 
Tricia lost her 
brave fight with 
illness and passed 

away at home in Carbis Bay. 
 
Many competitors will 
remember Tricia for sitting 
alongside Dad in either his 
Orange Beetle, or more 
recently the red and white 
Reliant Scimitar. 
 
Tricia’s achievements as a 
navigator were quite 
remarkable. She won the 
ACTC Navigator’s 
Championship on four 
separate occasions, the 
most times this award has 
been won by the same 
person in the 21 years of the 
championship. She also 
passengered Dad on his 
was to five of his triple 
awards and was proud to be 
part of the successful 
“Cornish Experience” trials 
team. 
 
When Dad stopped competing regularly 
in 1998, Tricia continued to navigate 
primarily for either Dave Turner or 
Phillip Mitchell. She again helped Dave 
towards a triple in 2003, but always 
claimed she was a bit of a jinx for 
Phillip. It just seemed that when they 
trialled together the luck was against 
them, most notably when at the start of 
the Camel Trial Tricia sat on and broke 
Phillips glasses. He therefore had to 
drive the hills with Tricia calling out if 
they were getting too close to the trees. 
 
In July of this year despite her illness 
and extreme tiredness, Tricia attended 
Buckingham palace for a Royal Garden 

party. She was invited along with Dad in 
recognition of their efforts over the past 
two years in organising the Cape-to-
Cape tour and in doing so raising over 
£100,000 for the Macmillan cancer 
relief. They also both recently received 
a coveted gold pin from Macmillan, the 
highest honour bestowed by the charity.  
 
This was just one of many 
achievements outside of the trialling 
world. 
 
Tricia also navigated for Dad on a 
number of his long distance trips. These 
included driving around Great Britain in 
their 1947 Riley, driving from John 

Dennis & Tricia in 1992 
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Silkolene 
Pro Boost Octane Improver. Specially developed to 
combat pre-ignition and improve acceleration. 
Improves throttle response and facilitates cold starting 
1 litre                  £10.99 
Pro FST fuel system treatment. Guards against  cold 
start engine wear, carburettor icing and fuel system 
corrosion. Combats carburettor sticking and jet 
blocking. Reduces engine “knock” (pre ignition).  
Enhances fuel octane rating 500ml                £3.60 
 
Millers – state of the art fuel treatment formula 
VSP Plus Lead Substitute & Octane Booster 
250ml treats 40 litres unleaded petrol                 £4.00 
Box 10 special price                               £35.00 
CVL Competition Valve Lubricant  
250ml treats 20 litres unleaded petrol                  £5.50 
Box 10 special price                                           £50.00 

Octane Plus – gives your engine a power boost 
250ml treats 50 litres unleaded petrol               £3.60  
Box 10 special price                                    £31.00 
Diesel Power Plus 
500ml treats 500 litres                                       £6.99 
 
Castrol 
Valvemaster Plus lead replacement petrol additive 
plus octane booster 250ml treats 250 litres      £9.99 
Valvemaster lead replacement petrol additive 
250ml treats 250 litres              £5.99 
 

All prices include V AT 

£8.50 for overnight delivery 
All major credit cards accepted  

VINTAGE & SPORTS CAR SERVICES  
SPECIAL FUEL TREATMENTS 

Tim Whellock     Tel / Fax 01460 66434 
mail@vintageandsportscarservices.co.uk 

Reliability brings success 

 

Beetle Specialist Workshop 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
NB: Although the advice is free, If that advice includes buying a product, it would be polite to buy it from us 
Stockists of Superblend Zero Lead 2000 – FBHVC Approved Lead Substitute – Will deliver to most trials 
 

Ballards Place  Eardiston  Tenbury Wells  Worcs  WR15 8JR 
Tel:  01584-881348                                          Fax:  01584-881684 

 
E-Mail:  BSW_HOLDINGS@COMPUSERVE.COM 

Spare Wheel Carriers 

T4 Engines 

Carburettor Kits 

“Next Generation” Parts 

I.R.S. Conversions 

Free Advice 

Oversize Barrels 

Restorations 
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O’Groats to the toe of Italy and setting a 
new record time, and driving from John 
O’Groats to Lands End raising 
£24,000.00 in 24 hours for Children in 
Need. 
 
Tricia certainly liked to keep busy, and 
was exceptionally house-proud. In 1986 
she drove from Lands End to John 
O’Groats and back – non-stop setting a 
new record for a female driver, of 27 
hours and nine minutes for the journey. 
Nearly twenty years on and she remains 
the only female driver to have completed 
this journey. Still this trip of 1800 miles 
was probably only half the distance her 
vacuum cleaner would cover each year. 
Anyone who ever visited Lanner Mill will 
know just how true this is, and many did, 
as Tricia loved socialising and it seemed 
there was always a reason to have a get 

together to celebrate a Triple, a 
championship, or a success in a rally. 
 
Yet for all her many achievements 
however, Tricia was very modest about 
what she had done.  
 
We all will remember Tricia in many 
different ways. Yet although each of us 
will have our own individual memories I 
believe we will all remember her for 
enthusiasm, her genuine interests in 
others, her warmth and her smile.  
 
She fought her illness with an incredible 
bravery and dignity and fought as hard 
as anyone could. She will be truly 
missed. 
 
 

Camel Classic 2005 
by Pete Barr 

 

L iving in West Cornwall and trying 
to do as many trials as possible in 
a year means that 3.00 and 4.00 
am starts are a regular feature of 

the autumn and winter months. It was 
something of a luxury when the alarm 
didn’t go off until 5.30 on the morning of 4 
December and I was able to potter 
around before setting off at the civilised 
time of 6.30 to pick up my passenger for 
the last event of ’05. 
 
Throughout most of this year I’ve been 
fortunate to have the expertise of Hans 
Viertel in the passenger seat. This time 
however he might have found he had a 
slight conflict of interest and so I had look 
around for someone to bounce. The usual 
suspects were otherwise engaged but I 
was fortunate to secure the services of 
Bill Appleton – an old acquaintance from 
the VW world that I inhabit. Better still, Bill 

comes with a trials pedigree, as his dad 
was a champion driver of VWs and other 
makes back in the 60s & 70s. 
 
Having collected Bill we made our way to 
the well organised start at Roche and 
after scrutineering (courtesy of the 
Blakeleys and Greg Thomas) and signing 
on there was time for breakfast and the 
opportunity to catch up with the latest 
news. 
 
We set off up the A 30 to Bodmin passing 
the red and green Golfs coming to signing 
on from Exeter and then headed north to 
Bishopswood. Here there were the first 
special test and two sections, which just 
about set the scene for the day’s 
performance. We got the test out of the 
way reasonably respectably and then 
moved on to the sections. I managed to 
get schizophrenic on the first, which starts 
on the route of the Lands End section but 
deviates as it crosses the forest road. 
Just managed the deviation OK and then 
remembered that we had to take a right 
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fork with a very large tree stump 
separating the two tracks. I’ve had 
enough of tree stumps this autumn and 
so let the momentum drop a bit too much 
coming to halt at the bottom of the final 
steep slope. This is great section though 
– long, slippery in places and with a sting 
in the tail. It just typifies the Camel 
Classic as it is tough but not too rough. 
 
On then to Bishopswood 2 which is 
another good section and one that we 
should have cleared. The top was very 
slippery however and once we had 
worked out that it was the offside wheel 
spinning and Bill had picked us up some 
grip we then ended our attempt by 
bogging down with too much grip and not 
enough power – a perfect rebuttal to 
anyone who suggests that tyre pressures 
aren’t crucial in the lower classes. 
 
A short hop then brought us to Hustyn 
Woods and three brand new sections. It 
could have been argued here that we had 
an advantage as all three had been cut 
out of the forest a fortnight previously by 
my passenger however they were very 
steep and we never got much further than 
we could see from the start line on any of 
them. Hustyn 1 allows competitors a 
grandstand view as they wait their turn. 
We watched Gary Browning’s beautifully 
prepared class 6 Beetle take out the 10 
marker and nearly end it all in a tree (he 
still went on to class win) and 
subsequently no one cleared the section 
although some class 8s went close. 
 
Hustyn 2 allowed us a bit of a break and 
time to get the flasks out, courtesy of 
Andrew Martin who had managed to get 
himself mixed up with a tree high up the 
section. Despite many selfless offers from 
competitors, the organisers insisted on 
freeing him themselves and Clerk of the 
Course Pete Allen’s Range Rover 
managed to get up the section – although 
only on the second attempt. This was 
clearly one of those hills that was going to 

have to be attacked although this policy 
had pitfalls for some as there was a rain 
filled gully at the bottom. We piled through 
this only to grind to a halt with too much 
grip, again, near the top of the first steep 
bit – still the steam coming off the exhaust 
made for a dramatic picture on Mike 
Leete’s web site the following day. Ian 
Moss had the same idea but water got 
into his electrics with predictable results. 
Dave Dyer’s climb to the 3 was excellent 
and showed why he has been the man to 
beat in class 4 this autumn. 
 
Hustyn 3 is going to be another great 
section when it matures. The organisers 
had cleverly placed the start line so that 
we were looking upwards before a steep, 
short drop thus making it hard to pick out 
a line. My attempts to get a bit straighter 
were quite rightly stopped by the marshal 
with the result that we slid elegantly into a 
tree trunk on the right. Only Simon 
Woodall cleaned this one and scores of 5 
and 6 were common. 
 
Another short drive brought us to Trerice 
where we nearly had a coming together 
as we were caught in a jam at the top of 
the section and had move quickly to avoid 
being T boned by an earlier competitor 
coming out of the top of the section. Hans 
had warned us that the approach was 
slippery although in the event it didn’t 
seem too bad. We then had the only other 
substantial delay while a Midget had to be 
pulled out of the section by the friendly 
farmer. This caused me a bit of anxiety 
as, scorewise, I wasn’t having the best of 
days but in the end we went up the long, 
muddy and rutted lane quite comfortably. 
In fact it can’t have been that rutted as 
even Tristan’s extra low Escort got up! 
 
From Trerice it was a couple of miles to 
Polmorla and another steep, power-
sapping climb. If you manage to get 
anywhere near the top of this section it 
takes a sharp right and then left through 
some serious mud. Classes 3 & 4 got 
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nowhere near that point and were looking 
at 9s and 10s so the Moss Imp was going 
particularly well to get to the 7.  
 

We moved on to Lanow, north of the A39 
and the venue for Camel Vale’s North 
Coast Trial. Sadly, the representations of 
those with less ground clearance have 
meant that the best section in Lanow - a 
gully with a sharp bank at the end - is no 
longer used however those that are used 
get a good press. The first takes you 
down a slope, then a gentle, slippery U 
turn round a tree followed by a blast up a 
short bank, cross the track and a long 
steep climb. Watching a couple of 
notable Escorts failing to get up the first 
bank showed how tough it was this year 
and we felt quite chuffed to make it to the 
8. Dave and Ian’s 3s then put everything 
into perspective. Lanow 2 was similarly 
tough – a leftward curving start with a 
shallow bank on the right hand side 
keeping you from rolling down the steep 
slope and then a steep straight climb. 
 

The trial now started to head southwards 
towards Helligan and the second special 
test. The performance here just about 
summed up my day. I managed the 
reverse faster than I normally would, only 
to pull up a foot short of the line and then 
get stuck trying to make the last bit. 
Sympathetic noises from Geoff Westlake 
were much appreciated! Helligan 1 saw 
the retirement of the Moss Imp after it 
over revved keeping up with Dave Dyer 
and the oil pressure gauge dropped to 
zero. This was a real pity as the Imp is 
such a well-prepared car and I for one 
was really enjoying watching the battle 
between Dave and Ian. However, as the 
old adage goes, “to finish first, first you 
have to finish”. 
 
Heligan 2  and Shellwood 1 & 2 are all 
tough forest sections that sap the power 
from smaller engined cars but provide 
interesting challenges none the less.  
What they do is provide a warm up to 
what I think is the hill of the trial. Clinnick 

is approached down a long and rutted 
farm track – getting to the start was an 
achievement for some – and might be 
just another forest track. However its 
proximity to the main road makes it a 
favourite with spectators and the fact that 
most cars can at least get round the two 
right handers, and get within sight of the 
top, gives it that extra edge. Dropping 8 
means that you have climbed about two 
thirds of the hill but the last few yards of 
steepening shale track and the final near 
impossible bank are where this trial can 
be won and lost. 
 

A final run took us to Churchpark Woods. 
Two years ago, in a car that was much 
less developed than it is now, I climbed 
Churchpark 1 fairly comfortably. It is a 
long section with tight hairpins and, 
although steep, it allows you build 
momentum. This year it was very slippery 
and expensive as we span out at the 9 
with the majority of the field going clear. 
 
Churchpark 2 was a fitting finale to this 
trial with a good run up to a sharp left up 
yet another steep bank and we were 
pleased with our 7. Dave Dyer dropped 5 
and that summed up how much I have to 
go to catch him!  Check out my score if 
you must but suffice it say that the 
England cricket team, then losing badly in 
Pakistan, would have been very grateful.  
 
Back to the Borough Arms and a change 
of shoes before signing off and a well-
earned pint. The Camel Classic has been 
described along the lines of “a trial 
designed for buggy drivers by buggy 
drivers” and tough it certainly is. It is 
however not that rough and is a great test 
of driver and car and deserving of a much 
fuller turn out. Congratulations to Paul on 
his overall win and to all those who took 
awards – you knew you had been in a 
trial! Thanks very much to Hans, Pete, 
Bob and all the marshals and helpers. 
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Hardy Trial 
 
 
 
Eric Wall on 
Pook’s Peake 2 
 
 
(Photos by  
Merve Brake) 

 
 

Adrian Marfell on 
the Freswater 

Special Test 

 
 
 
 

Charlie 
Shopland on 

Pook’s 
Peake 2 
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Camel Classic Trial 2005 
by Ian Cundy 

 

W ell the Camel Classic Trial 
has been and gone again, so 
many thanks to Hans Viertel, 
Pete Allen and the rest of the 

team for another great Sunday of trialling. 
Rolling out of bed at 6.45am after a 
slightly late night out at a Christmas party I 
was delighted to see that so far there had 
been no rain. Living in Cornwall this 
obviously could be something that could 
change at any moment but I decided with 
my slightly muggy tired head it was a good 
omen. Scrutineering was at 8.30am but I 
had to travel from St Blazey to Helland to 
pick up my passenger Roger Hancock, 
then onto the start at Roche Victory Hall. 
What a pleasure to arrive and smell the 
welcoming aroma of bacon sandwiches 
and coffee, enough to clear anybody’s 
head. 
 
Having spent hours the night before on the 
car after the lights died suddenly, and 
being shouted at to get ready to go out by 
the missus I expected scrutineering to be 
a breeze. This was not to be. John Blakely 
scrutineering with his wife June; one of the 
many people all of us triallers are grateful 
to for giving up their time to help us out, 
spotted that my additional battery strap 
was missing and according to the 
paperwork was still outstanding from a 
previous trial. Understandably he was 
therefore reluctant to let us run. This 
resulted in much rushing round and a 
temporary repair (courtesy of Bob Barrow) 
and we were ready. The original strap was 
back at my dad’s (Alan Cundy) with the 
engine we had recently removed and 
replaced, whoops. 
 
At 8:54 we set off for the first special test 
and I discovered I was travelling with 
David Beckham. On arriving my 
passenger jumps out and starts leaping 
around. Rather worried at the thought of 

not finishing the trial I asked what was 
wrong and was told that he was wearing 
the wrong underwear. Not one to be 
judgemental I smiled and kept quiet only 
to be find my thinking was completely 
wrong and he meant his young son’s 
underwear. Oh well!!!!  Bishopswood 
Special Test we witnessed the master 
Dave Haizelden make a rare missed gear 
change, this is probably why we beat him 
(but only just!). Next it was onto 
Bishopswood 1 where we got a 4, which 
seemed to be the norm for our class.  
Whilst exiting the section I noticed steam 
coming from the bonnet and had 
nightmare flashbacks to two years ago 
when the hose blew. Luckily it was only a 
windscreen washer pipe. Bishopswood 2 
we managed to clear the section along 
with Dave and Mike Collins. It was only a 
short trip across the road to Hustyn 
Woods, where we were looking forward to 
trying out the three new sections. There 
was a bit of a crowd watching the first 
section and when we saw it we could see 
why.  We had to reverse down to a very 
muddy start line and then hit a muddy 
bank flat out, which got us a 10. Mike had 
an excellent climb but only managed to 
gain 1 point.  
 
On we went to Hustyn Woods 2 to find a 
very long queue and class 7 still 
attempting to climb the hill. The section 
was good with a level start, a steep lower 
half with a deceptively slippery top half, 
which we struggled on; the section ended 
on a steep bank with a tight left turn. I was 
very pleased to equal Dave on this with a 
3. (But he made it look a lot easier – as 
usual.) Finally onto Hustyn Woods 3 which 
was a short blast where we managed to 
pick up 1 point on the rest of the class. 
This section wasn’t quite as good for Kylie 
Allen who unluckily managed to bend her 
offside wishbone. Fortunately she 
straightened it so could carry on. 
Afterwards speaking to other competitors 
we were all pleased with the new sections 
and believe they will only improve in years 
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to come. 
Another picturesque drive through the 
woods, as the missus likes woods and 
scenery I can’t understand why she 
doesn’t want to do every trial with me, I 
keep telling her I’ll get her a new book to 
read. 
 

Across the 2 very slippery fields to Trerice 
to find a queue. Colin Jeffery in the Escort 
was having electrical problems and Nick 
Symons was very unlucky to break 
another drive shaft. We pushed and towed 
him clear of the section so we could carry 
on. Adrian Booth managed to get a 
puncture on the worst part of the section 
but was soon on his way again. We 
managed to clear the section unscathed 
apart from getting wet in the rain – what 
did I say about Cornish weather!!! 
 

Next up was Polmorla, which is always my 
downfall on this trial. As usual I talked 
myself into messing up my attempt and 
got a 9. Dave H got an excellent 6 but had 
to swap his tyres around afterwards to 
straighten the valves. After some 
confusion about the start line Mike C hit 
both sides of his car on his second 
attempt! Fortunately he was able to 
continue despite damage to the o/s/f wing, 
headlamp and flasher lamp. 
 
On the way to next section we stopped for 
petrol and what we thought was a 
Hummer drove in the filling station, but 
turned out to be a Lamborghini 4 wheel 
drive – pretty rare I reckon. It was raining 
heavily now which wasn’t helping us at all 
as we had managed to drop some way 
behind most of our class and the sections 
were going to be much worse when we got 
to them (that’s my excuse and I’m sticking 
to it!!!) Despite tons of mud and torrents of 
rain we had reasonable climbs on Lanow 
1 and 2. 
 
The next special test was Heligan, which 
was pretty uneventful except Dave H 
made a huge mistake and forgot to bring 
his car. The gearbox had blown up 

somewhere between Lanow and Heligan. 
Heligan 1 I struggled with but Mike C got a 
clear. In between 1 and 2 there was a 
surprise diff test without rollers. Heligan 2 I 
managed to get 1 point back from Mike C 
but Adrian Booth beat us both. A short 
drive down the hill to Shellwood, another 
flat out section where we got a 4 as did 
Mike C and Adrian B. Reversing down the 
section we were subjected to much ribbing 
from marshals, (thanks Alan and Lester 
Keat). Onto the end of the woods and 
Shellwood 2 where we witnessed Paul 
Bartleman get an excellent 1. We followed 
Adrian’s tracks off to the left but still failed 
to beat Mike C. Onto Clinnick and the 
approach road seemed rougher than any 
of the sections had been with very deep 
ruts.  By this time the previous night’s 
festivities were catching up and I was 
feeling worn out, my climb to a 6 woke me 
right up. Mike C was unfortunate enough 
to get a 10 as did Kylie A and Adrian B got 
a 7. Coming up to the last two sections I 
wasn’t sure how I was doing but wanted to 
try and finish off well. Churchpark Woods 
1 I was very pleased to get a clear along 
with Mike and Adrian and then we were on 
to the last section. Churchpark Woods 2 
ended interestingly with Kylie on a 9, me 
on an 8, Mike on a 7 and Adrian on a 6.  
Was this going to be symbolic? 
 

Back to the finish Clive Kalber and Harvey 
Waters informed me that their day had 
been very much up and down making me 
feel a bit better about my day.  It was good 
to see to see Dave H arrive back after us 
with his car back on the road. He definitely 
was getting home then!! 
 

All in all it was an excellent trial. It was a 
shame about the delays we met but other 
than that a thoroughly good end to the 
trialling year of 2005. A big thank you to all 
the people involved in the running of this 
trial and the other trials of the year. 
Thanks to the organisers, marshal’s, 
scrutineers, food wagons, clearing crews 
and our partners who don’t complain (too 
much) about the time we spend on our 
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Camel Classic 
 
 
 
 
Ian Cundy on  
Bishopswood 1 
 
 
 
 
(Photos  by  
Michael Leete) 

 
 
Kelly Thomas on 
Churchpark 
Woods 1 

 
 
 
 
Colin Perryman on 
Hustyn Woods 1 
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Nought to it! Part 2 
by Brian Osborn 
 

T he March “Restart” reported on 
my MGB’s semi-retirement to 
class 0 and its exploits on the 
Exeter & Clee Hills in January. 

Since then we have class 0’d the Lands 
End & the Edinburgh and thought you 
might like to know how it went. 
 

With the rear axle firmly re-attached but 
with the rear o/s wing still bandaged up 
from the meeting with the tree that jumped 
out on us the Clee, we headed off to the 
North Petherton start for class 0. This 
was the breakfast stop for the other 
classes but the start for us, so we missed 
out on driving around the countryside for 
part of the night, nevertheless standard 
time for our class was midnight. We had 
our own route book for the 48 entries and 
number 501 started ½ hour before the first 
bike, so there was a short overlap for the 
latter numbers, but we headed for 
Catsash, whilst the main trial went to 
Felon’s Oak.  
 

Apart from having our own route book we 
also had our own route that only 
occasionally coincided with the main 
event. Apparently, CoC Roger Ugalde, 
didn’t want the proper event held up by us 
Old Farts, a decision that resulted in a 
super event for both of us. 
 

Slightly early we arrived at the first section 
Catsash. In the route book most of our 
sections had the date first used, a brief 
description and a Roughness category of 
1 to 10, (Bluehills 2 = 10). This was “1980; 
an Unsurfaced lane with mild gradient; 
Roughness Category 4”. Very useful. This 
was followed by Up Ewey (1930;R7), and 
Grabhurst Hill (1930; R7).  
 

Stopped at County Gate Control for 
allocated 20 minutes rest and an early bite 
to eat at 2.45 am, at least there was no 
snow this year. Then on down Countisbury 
Hill towards Lynmouth and Lynton, and up 

to Barbrook where we found that the main 
trial had been denied the fun of climbing 
Beggars Roost by an irate local farmer. 
 After passing the bottom and then top of 
Beggars Roost, we took the turn for 
Simonsbath and then left to O/S 4 -Barton 
Steep (1950), described as a tarmac 
surface with moderate gradient and 
bends, this was a good description and we 
managed the restart for a clear.  
 

After that I was so busy enjoying the event 
that the sections came and went with little 
attempt to memorise them and so all I can 
do is to go through them in order and 
throw in a few snippets when and if they 
come to mind. There was Upper Molland 
(2004; R5) with a restart, followed by 
Roundswell Control, then Wargery (R5) 
and Roly Poly (1986; R8). 
 
Part of the fun of doing the Lands End is 
the drive along the North Cornish Coast to 
and from the Widemouth Bay checkpoint 
in the car park behind the beach. We were 
due in at 8.20 am and were treated to 
some bracing fresh air coming straight in 
from across the Atlantic. Our marshals 
need to be hardy!  
 

Then a short drive to Wilsey Down Control 
and a very welcome breakfast at about 
8.40 am and a rest until 9.40, before 
heading to Petherington Old Hill (1932; 
R4). We had done Ruses Mill (1932) 
some years ago on the 90th Birthday Trial 
and remembered it as a tight steep bendy 
tarmaced lane, it hadn’t changed and we 
managed to restart OK to clear the hill, a 
lovely spot. On Lady Vale our first special 
test we were almost twice the time as the 
fastest car – the Marlin of J Summerhayes 
with 18.4 sec’s, there was little prospect of 
any of us doing it in less than the 10 sec 
target that’s for sure. Then on to Mays Hill 
(2002; R5) and then towards Bodmin. 
 

Adrian’s Way (1971; R8) in the 
Cardingham Woods complex was the one 
that caught out all of the cars in our class 
except for the Marlin of J. Lack and the 
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Troll of Ian Cummings. Apparently the 
track had recently been used for logging 
and the ruts were very deep so most of us 
didn’t get past the first bend. Three cars 
retired here, the Escort of Alister 
Stevenson, the Singer of J. Miller, and the 
MG Midget of D. Kettlety, whilst Ken 
Green damaged the rear wing of his Ford 
Pop. Not quite what we expected, nor the 
CoC apparently as the section was later 
considered to not have been in the spirit of 
the event and discounted from the results. 
 

On the Bishop’s Path Test we managed 
a middling time for our class of 19.7 secs 
– only 8.4 seconds longer than the fastest 
car!  Which was Terry Ball (VW) who did 
11.3 secs. The fastest in our class was the 
Peugeot 205 of M. Down with 14.7 secs. 
 

Bishop’s Wood (2002; R5) was one of 
the few sections shared with the main trial, 
although we only had to clear the lower bit 
up to the track with the upper bit (R9) 
optional. As I had broken a diff on the rock 
slab on the other side of the track two 
years ago, I decided to play safe and try 
for a finisher’s certificate.  We stopped for 
a short while to watch Mike Chatwin and 
his Troll do a perfect restart, whilst Anne 
Templeton who followed him - didn’t, 
much to her disgust, she might have been 
out of practice after all that racing. 
 

On then to St. Agnes and Old Blue Hills 
(1924), once again we had a choice, we 
could either do the now tarmaced old hill, 
or go up Bluehills 2 (1936;R10). I was very 
tempted to have a go at the proper hill but 
having got so far didn’t want to risk my 
finisher’s certificate on my first class 0 
Lands End. Breaking the diff. here last 
year helped make up my mind, so we 
tootled up the old hill in the footsteps of 
MG “Old No 1” when doing one of its 
demonstration runs. 
 

Jim Templeton doing class 0 in his almost 
standard Rover 25 decided to have a go 
at the proper hill and we last saw him 
disappearing up towards the top. The 

results showed that he failed, but much 
later we found out what had what actually 
happened. Somewhere around the class 8 
restart area Jim was going well until a 
marshal stepped out into his path and 
stopped him. Jim thought something must 
be amiss with the car, but no - the marshal 
told him off for going too fast! He then very 
nearly restarted, but failed mainly due to 
the fact that he was so annoyed that he 
didn’t concentrate fully and then had to be 
towed up. He was not amused. Note - this 
is the very well known and respected 
trialler that features on the front cover of 
the MCC book driving his Dellow up this 
very hill some years ago. Didn’t know 
there was a speed limit on Bluehills 2! 
 

We signed of at the finish slightly before 
our scheduled time of 3.06pm, had a quick 
half with the Tamar Trio lads and then 
headed back to Bluehills to get some 
photos of Old No 1 and watch a few of the 
later competitors tackle Bluehills 1. Back 
at our B+B we had a bit of liquid 
refreshment before a well deserved meal 
with the VW ‘ers, before Terry Ball did 
another FTD, in being the first to go to 
bed. We carried on to sample the rest of 
the real ales - well these things are part of 
the fun - until eventually only Ken Martin 
(Terry’s bouncer) and Martin Price (my 
bouncer) were left to prop the bar up, 
obviously they hadn’t bounced enough.  
All in all, a very enjoyable event. 
 

The summer was fairly relaxed for the B, 
for apart from daily usage. Its only chance 
to get really dirty was on the Kimber Trial 
in April. The sections on this are usually 
minus 0 (ie. fairly easy to suit most of the 
entry of pre-war MGs, etc), but this year it 
rained all the night before and only 
stopped just as the event started so that 
most of the approach lanes were awash 
and the cars got really muddy, reminded 
me of the exit from Slippery Sam. The 
dozen or so MGs over from the 
Netherlands thought it great fun, they 
don’t have many hills there! 
Then, were did the summer go? It was 
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Autumn and the Edinburgh already. CoC 
Ian Bates had warned us that due to lack 
of marshals, class 0 would be the same as 
the main event less some of the rougher/
tougher hills, and so it turned out. 
 

Unfortunately, as the sections that we 
didn’t do weren’t taken into consideration 
on our route timings, we ended up early at 
many of the sections. In some cases well 
before the bikes and often before the 
marshals had opened up, this resulted in a 
couple of big queues which then 
continued throughout the trial and held up 
the main event, as well as causing us a lot 
of hanging around. This has been a 
feature of this trial for years, whereas the 
Exeter and Lands End trials seem to have 
sorted themselves out over the last few 
years. In fact since Ken Green and Les 
Butcher had to get the Exeter finished in 
time for the club supper when the finish 
moved to the Trecarn Hotel over 10 years 
ago, long delays have became almost a 
thing of the past. It is a pity that Ian Bates 
will not be CoC next year as I am sure that 
having sorted out a good route and 
sections this year, he would have then got 
the timings sorted. I am sure he could 
have also found some class 0 sections to 
help balance out the timings, but doubt if 
there would be enough folk to marshal. 
 

Class 0 started in between the main trial 
bikes and cars at 1.34 am and headed for 
the first section Haven Hill, where we all 
ended up about an hour early as 
mentioned above. Here the marshals had 
a fairly boring night with only one stopper 
(class 2), and one footer (class 0 bike) out 
of the whole entry, a pleasant section and 
nice starter for the day in spite of the 
delay. We then by-passed Clough Wood, 
where apparently there were delays 
initially caused by bikers falling off. Not for 
us though, we went straight to Deep Rake 
a section not familiar to us, although I had 
marshalled the lower reaches on a VSCC 
Derbyshire Trial some years ago, no 
waiting, and up to the first special test 
where according to the results we got an 

ORL, much to my surprise, although it was 
dark and I can’t now remember where the 
lines were. Then a nice bit of green laning 
around the quarries and off to Litton Slack. 
 

The approach over the field with its drop 
to the left always persuades my navigator 
cum bouncer – Martin Price – to get out 
and walk, maybe he doesn’t trust me! 
Nevertheless, I always wind the window 
down in case a quick exit is called for. 
Somehow I don’t think the new fence 
partway down the slope would stop a 
sliding MGB, and it’s a long way/drop to 
the bottom of the valley. Class 0 does 
what I call Little Litton, this is the old 
escape road used some 10 years ago 
when the local residents weren’t keen on 
the failures exiting down the hill through 
the gate and along their valley. It should 
be relatively easy, at least compared to 
Litton proper where many a competitor 
had difficulties in just getting to the start 
line as it was a bit on the damp side as it 
often is here. Here my theory of class 0s 
only needing the tyres letting down a bit, 
let me down. On 16psi we actually got 
away, only to run out of forward motion 
after about 20 metres (or yards for us Old 
Farts) for a fail. Now in class 0 you only 
need one failure to be out of the awards 
so we were a bit disappointed to say the 
least. There were some car cleans, a Mini 
Moke; a Dellow; an Imp; a Seat; an Anglia 
and Ken Green in his Ford Pop. OK, the 
Moke, Dellow and Imp should have got 
up, but due credit to Ken (he says it was 
his big wheels and not enough torque to 
spin the wheels), the Seat, and the Anglia 
of R. Taylor (who apparently let his tyres 
down as low as possible and bounced the 
whole way).  
 
Then away over the Dales to Calton, 
where no waiting and a nice climb, 
although it stopped 3 class 0 cars and 
followed by an hour or so wait at the 
holding control to get back to scheduled 
time before heading for breakfast at the 
Bull I’th Thorn and a good one it was too. 
After another hour’s rest, off we went 
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again. Now whilst all the bikes headed 
towards Haydale and a loop of Haggside 
and Bamford Clough of some 48 miles, we 
went straight to Great Hucklow a 
distance of probably less than 15 miles, 
with the result that class 0 arrived before 
the section had opened. 
 

We had stopped for petrol on the way, so 
most of our class and a lot of bikes were 
in front of us, even so we arrived about 10 
am which was the scheduled time of 
competitor number 0, whereas our own 
scheduled time was 12.00 hrs. So another 
long wait whilst we did as the chief 
marshal requested and let as many of the 
bikes past as we could before a travelling 
marshal riding a sidecar outfit decided to 
block the way even though all of the solos 
should have been ahead of him. It should 
have been his job to sort the bikes out and 
help the chief marshal of the section, not 
obstruct what the chief marshal was trying 
to do. I see from the programme that there 
was only one combination, who was a 
travelling marshal, so he should know to 
whom I refer. I wonder what the criteria 
are for travelling marshals?? 
 

The section itself was wet, rocky and quite 
a challenge for all. All classes except 0 
had to do the deviation to the left at the 
top, including the bikes on road tyres. This 
must have been quite a challenge as there 
was quite a delay whilst the ones that fell 
off had to be assisted out of the top. The 
results show that most of the later running 
bikes footed or stopped, class A however 
ended up with a free foot. Later on the 
cars had a lot of failures here, especially 
class 7 & 8s that had to restart. 
Eventually, class 0 went straight up the 
old section, obviously a lot easier than the 
deviation, but still quite rough and quiet a 
challenge. All the cars managed a clear, 
but there were a couple of bike failures. 
 

We then ended up somewhere near our 
proper time, and headed for the Hold 
Control and the next hill King Sterndale.  
This was a new hill to me and turned out 

to be an interesting section with a 
roughish bit and a squeeze past a tree 
stump, but only managed to stop one bike 
all day and a couple of foots from class 0. 
Then another control, this time in 
Hollingsclough village hall where we took 
advantage of the tea and cakes and 
another rest as we were early again and it 
was lunchtime.  
 

Whilst the others went to Rakes Head we 
headed towards Hartington and 
Excelsior. Now I am fairly familiar with 
this section as it has been a regular 
Edinburgh hill over the past 15 years or 
more, but I don’t remember it being more 
of a challenge. Class 0 had 10 failures 
and one foot and we didn’t have a restart 
as all the others did. The results show that 
the majority of the other classes except 
maybe 7 & 8 struggled here with lots and 
lots of RBs (roll back) on the restart, 
although all except class 6 had someone 
clean. Presumably, the restart was a 
reasonable challenge in the days before 
the trial, and then it rained! as it so often 
does in the Peak District. 
 

Then a drive south towards Ashbourne 
and Wigber Low, where all class 0 cars 
were clean. At the Moneystones special 
test we struggled to get off line B and had 
quite a slow time even for our class. Back 
at the finish at the Bull I’th Thorne we 
were a bit early, but not too much - about 
mid afternoon. Time for a pint, but too late 
for lunch and too near dinner time to eat. 
So we eventually headed back to our B+B 
in Hartington and a very sociable dinner 
with the Bristol MC/ Marlin owners lot. 
 

After my first year in class 0 my 
conclusion is that far from being “Nought 
to It” there is quite a lot to it. I thought that 
it would be a bit of a doddle and hence 
was a bit disappointed at missing the only 
type of Triple my MGB is likely to get and 
that is an unofficial Mini Triple of three 
class 0 awards in the year. Maybe next 
year! 
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MOTORCYCLE 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 

The 2005 Championships  
 

After leading the Championship for the 
best part of the year, as expected, Chris 
Poel emerged triumphant as the winner of 
the 2005 ACTC Pouncy Championship. 
Chris was also successful in winning one 
of the coveted MCC Triple Awards. 
 

The 2005 Red Rose Championship Bowl 
has been won by Andrew and Anita 
Petherick piloting their Kawasaki sidecar 
outfit. The Pethericks were chased 
throughout the season by 2004 
Champions, Trevor Griffiths and Alison 
Nutt, however placings at the Tamar and 
Tarka trials saw the Pethericks home. 
 

In the Pouncy Championship awards also 
go down to 5th place so congratulations 
to Roger Tushingham who wins the 
Templeton Cup as  Championship runner 
up. Other winners include; 
 
Andrews Trophy                                    
Graham Makepeace 
Bude & District Challenge Cup              
Tom Beckerleg 

Muddy Fox Cup                                     
Andrew Westlake 
 
Tom and Andy were tied on 41 points 
having scored in the same number of 
rounds and had class wins in the same 
number of rounds. Tom however scored 8 
against 6 in the next non class win round 
and therefore shades Andy. 
 
Arrangements for the presentation 
evening will be publicised  Restart. It 
would be really appreciated if there was a 
good representation from the two and 
three wheeled competitors at this year’s 
awards event. 
 

The 2006 Championships 
 

The 2006 Championship calendar offers 
13 solo rounds and 12 sidecar rounds, 
plus an invitation to the Ilkley Trial. 
Competitors are reminded that new 
motorcycle tyre regulations came into 
effect on 1st January, which particularly 
help the riders of motorcycles with 17 inch 
rear rims. Further details can be found on 
the ACTC website and in the regulations 
for 2006. 
 

Keith Johnston   
keith.johnston@nhspartners.org.uk 
01225 760415 
 

Motorway service station 
managers are getting 
worried about invasions of 
bag people! 
 
 
Ian Williamson catching 40 
winks before the 2005 
Edinburgh Trial. 
 
 
 

(Photo by Bill Bennett) 
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Championship Chat  
The 2005 season has drawn to and end 
with a universally acclaimed Camel 
Classic as the last event, and what a tight 
finish to the Wheelspin!. Going in to the 
Camel three drivers were in with a chance 
to take the ACTC’s car driver’s premier 
trophy, and they finished third, fourth and 
fifth.  However, Ian Davis in his class 8 
Buggy triumphed in the end, winning the 
Wheelspin by five points from Ross 
Norman in the Deere Special. Third was 
long-time leader, Adrian Dommett (mostly 
in his class 2 Wolsley Hornet) only a point 
behind Ross. Adrian had two poor results 
on the Hardy and the Allen, but what an 
achievement to keep a class 2 car in pole 
position for most of the season. 
 
The holders of fourth and fifth positions 
have achieved what I believe to be a rare, 
if not unique, situation in that son and 
father finished in the top five of the 
Wheelspin league in the same year. So 
congratulations to Andrew and Sticker 
Martin for their efforts. 
 
The lower numbered classes had a field 
day in the Crackington with classes 1 to 4 
all represented in the top 5 (after removing 
the Wheelspin top 5). Class 1 supergolf 
driver, David Haizelden, winning by only 
five points from Bill Bennett in his class 2 
MG.  Dave Dyer, representing class 4 was 
third, not far ahead of a dead heat on 
points between Michael Collins (class 1) 
and Tristan White in his class 3 Escort. 
However, Tristan takes the fourth spot 
because he had two class wins during the 
year as opposed to Michael’s single 
triumph. 
 
The Navigator’s League was another case 
of the Haizeldens pipping the Bennetts as 
Aaron H was again triumphant in the left 
hand seat, winning by just under five 
points from Liz B. Judy Phillips took a very 
creditable third spot, in spite of missing the 
last four events due to illness. Hopefully 

Judy’s recovery will be in time for her to 
take her seat again for the 2006 season. 
 
The Team League 2005 was over about 
half way through the season with the FWD 
All Stars II (what does the ‘F’ in FWD 
stand for now with the Hornet in the 
team?) of Adrian Dommett, Michael 
Collins and Dave Haizelden scoring over 
twice the points of the runners up. More 
Bump and Grind (Paul Bartelman, Harvey 
Waters and Andrew Martin) suffered 
mainly because they were only able to get 
their team out six events. Hopefully, the 
new rules for the 2006 Team League will 
allow more consistent scoring. 
 
Speaking of the Team League, so far I 
have received only one entry (thank you 
Mud Plugging Maidens) so we may yet 
have a Ladies team wining the cup unless 
some more entries come in. Now that the 
Final 2005 tables are published it’s 
possible to see what will constitute a legal 
team under the new rule that only two 
members of the team can have finished in 
the top ten of the 2005 Crackington. 
Incidentally, the top ten positions are 
those in place BEFORE the removal of the 
Wheelspin top five. 
 
As ever, and providing there is space, the 
final tables should appear somewhere in 
this Restart. 
 
Once again in 2006 there will be no ACTC 
Club card issued. However, I will be 
starting to send out between Christmas 
and the New Year the normal letters with 
membership numbers for the drivers, 
motorcyclists and navigators that have 
entered the various competitions. Those of 
you starting the Exeter from Cirencester 
please keep an eye open for me as I 
should have your envelopes with me. 
Good luck with the Exeter, and I hope to 
see you out and about on the hills soon. 
 

Chris 
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Wheelspin Table 2005
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Ian Davis 3 10 9 4 9 10 7 4 6 8 67 70
Ross Norman 8 5 6 6 10 9 8 4 6 62 62
Adrian Dommett 5 9 9 5 10 3 5 8 1 7 61 62
Andrew Martin 5 3 6 1 10 5 6 9 2 7 4 55 58
Sticker Martin 5 7 5 5 5 5 10 42 42
Dudley Sterry 5 3 2 5 5 7 7 1 3 38 38
Simon Woodall 5 1 1 8 9 9 33 33
David Haizelden 5 8 3 5 3 8 32 32
Paul Bartleman 8 9 4 10 31 31
Michael Collins 3 6 1 5 5 9 29 29
Carl Talbot 10 7 10 27 27
Tommy Kalber 5 7 8 3 23 23
Harvey Waters 2 2 1 2 7 5 3 1 23 23
Bill Bennett 5 5 5 4 3 22 22
Tony Young 5 6 3 7 21 21
Ray Goodright 5 5 5 2 3 20 20
Keith Sanders 5 1 5 6 3 20 20
Mal Allen 3 3 1 8 3 18 18
Peter Hart 1 4 6 5 16 16
Tristan White 4 9 3 16 16
Michael Chatwin 5 5 5 15 15
Adrian Marfell 10 5 15 15
Stuart Roach 5 5 5 15 15
Paul Allaway 5 3 5 13 13
Colin Perryman 5 5 1 11 11
Tim Whellock 5 5 1 11 11
Mike Workman 3 8 11 11
Gary Browning 10 10 10
Dean Partington 3 7 10 10
Brian Partridge 5 5 10 10
Nick Farmer 5 3 1 9 9
Stuart Harrold 5 2 1 1 9 9
Dave Wall 5 3 1 9 9
Dick Bolt 5 3 8 8
Roger Bricknell 3 4 1 8 8
Stuart Ridge 8 8 8
Bill Rosten 5 3 8 8
Mark Smith 5 3 8 8
Mark Tooth 5 3 8 8
Barry Clarke 3 3 6 6
Gregor Dixon-Smith 5 1 6 6
Mike Pearson 5 1 6 6
Tony Rothin 5 1 6 6
David Symons 3 3 6 6
Jonathan Toulmin 5 1 6 6
Jeff Buchanan 5 5 5
Russell Clarke 5 5 5
David Dyer 5 5 5
Giles Greenslade 5 5 5
John Looker 5 5 5
David Miller 5 5 5
Nigel Moss 5 5 5
Richard Peck 5 5 5
Bryan Phipps 5 5 5
Robin Preedy 5 5 5
Rob Wells 5 5 5
Nicola Wainright 3 1 4 4
Emma Flay 3 1 4 4
Dave Sargeant 3 1 4 4
Terry Ball 3 3 3
Colin Biles 3 3 3
Simon Groves 2 1 3 3
Nigel Hilling 3 3 3
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Crackington Table 2005
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.
David Haizelden 5.0 10.6 10.5 5.0 10.5 10.5 10.3 3.0 10.3 10.6 10.2 9.7 R 93.2 106.2
Bill Bennett 5.0 9.4 9.6 10.3 5.0 9.3 9.2 10.6 3.0 9.2 9.2 10.1 10.8 88.5 110.7
David Dyer 9.5 10.6 9.6 10.2 9.4 10.6 10.2 6.6 10.4 87.1 87.1
Tristan White 9.9 8.5 7.8 9.0 9.8 8.6 1.0 9.5 7.6 9.7 10.4 10.9 86.3 102.7
Michael Collins 3.0 9.6 9.5 5.0 R 9.5 9.3 5.0 9.3 9.6 9.2 10.7 9.6 86.3 99.3
Harvey Waters 8.9 9.5 10.8 1.0 5.0 8.6 10.0 5.0 10.0 R 9.5 6.0 8.0 81.3 92.3
Peter Barr 1.0 6.5 9.6 6.6 9.2 8.4 9.6 9.2 10.6 8.4 78.1 79.1
Keith Sanders 10.2 10.7 10.2 10.1 10.2 10.3 10.2 71.9 71.9
Dudley Sterry 5.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 5.0 7.8 4.8 5.0 9.0 7.9 10.0 7.0 5.0 63.7 81.5
Simon Groves 5.9 8.8 6.0 7.8 10.6 1.00 8.6 8.7 5.9 63.3 63.3
Simon Woodall 5.0 11.0 5.0 10.0 10.8 4.0 10.0 55.8 55.8
Colin Perryman 5.0 6.9 9.8 5.0 11.0 9.6 7.9 55.2 55.2
Tommy Kalber 5.0 11.0 9.6 8.0 7.0 6.0 7.0 53.6 53.6
Carl Talbot 9.0 11.0 9.8 7.8 10.9 5.0 53.5 53.5
Dick Bolt 5.0 8.0 10.8 6.6 3.0 9.6 8.9 51.9 51.9
Ray Goodright 5.0 5.0 10.0 6.6 5.0 9.0 10.0 R 50.6 50.6
Paul Bartleman 8.0 10.0 10.0 7.0 R 11.0 46.0 46.0
Chris Symons 1.0 6.6 9.7 9.2 8.3 R 10.2 45.0 45.0
Mal Allen 3.0 7.0 9.5 1.0 11.0 3.0 8.0 42.5 42.5
Tim Hellings 6.5 7.6 10.4 8.6 7.6 40.7 40.7
David Symons 3.0 8.6 8.5 3.0 8.5 7.5 39.1 39.1
Peter Hart 1.0 5.0 10.5 9.0 5.0 8.0 38.5 38.5
Nick Farmer 5.0 3.0 10.0 10.5 8.4 36.9 36.9
Tony Young 5.0 0.0 7.0 7.0 3.0 9.0 31.0 31.0
Gary Browning R 9.3 10.6 10.2 30.1 30.1
Stuart Harrold 5.0 4.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 6.0 28.0 28.0
Michael Chatwin 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.9 4.0 25.9 25.9
Terry Coventry 7.6 9.5 8.7 25.8 25.8
Bryan Phipps 5.0 9.0 5.0 7.0 25.0 25.0
Giles Greenslade 5.0 10.2 9.6 24.8 24.8
Ben Johnson 8.3 8.3 6.7 23.3 23.3
Roger Bricknell 3.0 10.0 9.0 1.0 23.0 23.0
Jeff Buchanan 5.0 9.3 8.7 23.0 23.0
John Wilton 6.6 8.6 7.8 23.0 23.0
Philip Roberts 5.8 6.7 9.4 21.9 21.9
Adrian Marfell 10.5 8.0 3.0 21.5 21.5
Eric Smith 5.0 5.0 7.5 3.0 20.5 20.5
Nigel Hodkinson 10.1 10.1 20.2 20.2
Dave Sargeant 3.0 7.5 1.0 8.6 20.1 20.1
Stuart Roach 5.0 5.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 20.0 20.0
David Miller 5.0 7.9 6.8 19.7 19.7
Mike Workman 5.0 6.0 8.0 R 19.0 19.0
Colin Biles 3.0 9.2 6.7 18.9 18.9
Richard Dawe 9.3 9.2 18.5 18.5
Mark Smith 5.0 10.5 3.0 R 18.5 18.5
Mark Tooth 5.0 10.1 3.0 18.1 18.1
Jonathan Toulmin 5.0 R 3.0 1.0 4.0 5.0 18.0 18.0
Stephen Potter 3.0 7.6 6.6 R 17.2 17.2
Derek Tyler 9.0 8.0 17.0 17.0
David Malin 4.9 6.5 4.8 16.2 16.2
Nick Symons 8.5 7.6 R 16.1 16.1
Timothy Smith 6.0 2.0 5.0 3.0 R 16.0 16.0
Nigel Green 8.8 6.9 15.7 15.7
Philip Parker 7.5 R 7.7 15.2 15.2
Brian Partridge 5.0 3.0 5.0 2.0 15.0 15.0
Tim Foster 2.0 4.0 8.9 14.9 14.9
Tim Whellock 5.0 5.0 3.8 13.8 13.8
Gregor Dixon-Smith 5.0 1.0 7.7 13.7 13.7
Kelly Thomas 3.0 5.6 R 5.0 13.6 13.6
Nicola Wainright 3.0 1.0 9.6 13.6 13.6
Paul Allaway 5.0 3.0 5.0 13.0 13.0
John Ludford 3.0 4.0 6.0 13.0 13.0
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Navigators League 2005
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Aaron Haizelden 10.6 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.3 10.3 10.6 10.2 9.7 R 93.2 93.2 9
Liz Bennett 5.0 9.4 9.6 10.3 5.0 9.3 9.2 10.6 3.0 9.2 9.2 10.1 10.8 88.5 110.7 13
Judy Phillips 5.0 10.4 10.6 5.0 10.3 10.2 9.6 5.0 10.2 76.3 76.3 9
Dale Bazley 10.5 5.0 8.5 10.6 10.7 7.4 4.9 57.6 57.6 7
Chris Phillips 5.0 4.0 6.0 1.0 7.8 1.0 7.9 5.0 6.0 43.7 43.7 9
Donny Allen 3.0 7.0 9.5 1.0 11.0 8.0 39.5 39.5 6
Carlie Hart 1.0 5.0 10.5 9.0 5.0 8.0 38.5 38.5 6
Alan Selwood 5.0 10.0 10.5 8.4 33.9 33.9 4
Tina Allaway 5.0 5.0 5.6 3.0 10.7 9.6 38.9 38.9 6
Francesca Plimmer 5.0 10.2 9.6 24.8 24.8 3
Jane Beer 11.0 10.0 21.0 21.0 2
Janet Biles 3.0 9.2 6.7 18.9 18.9 3
Pat Toulmin 5.0 R 3.0 1.0 4.0 5.0 18.0 18.0 5
Sue Ludford 3.0 4.0 6.0 13.0 13.0 3
June Sargeant 3.0 9.5 12.5 12.5 2
Paul Gregory 5.0 6.6 11.6 11.6 2
Anne Whellock 5.00 3.8 1.0 9.8 9.8 3
Brian Malin 4.9 4.8 9.7 9.7 2
Ken Martin 8.5 8.5 8.5 1
Helen Bliss 3.0 3.0 3.0 1

Team League 2005
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Giles Greenslade 5.0 DNC 10.2 DNC R DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC
Bill Bennett 5.0 9.4 9.6 10.3 5.0 9.3 9.2 10.3 9.2 3.0 9.2 10.1
Tony Young 5.0 0.0 7.0 7.0 3.0 9.0 DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC
Team Total 15.0 26.8 41.8

Emma Flay 3.0 1.0 DNC DNC DNC
Kelly Thomas 3.0 0.0 5.6 R DNC
Nicola Wainright 3.0 1.0 DNC DNC 1.0
Team Total 9.0 2.0 11.0

Adrian Dommett 10.4 10.6 5.0 10.3 10.2 9.6 5.0 10.2 10.2 0.0 9.80 8.0
Michael Collins 9.6 9.5 5.0 R 9.5 9.3 5.0 9.3 9.6 9.2 10.70 9.6
David Hazelden 10.6 10.5 5.0 10.5 10.5 10.3 3.0 10.3 10.6 10.2 9.70 R
Team Total 30.6 30.6 15.0 30.2 29.2 13.00 29.8 30.4 19.4 30.2 258.4

Lucky Bart DNC 8.0 10.0 10.0 DNC 7.0 DNC DNC R DNC DNC DNC 11.00
Craner Waters 8.9 9.5 10.8 1.0 5.0 8.6 10.0 9.0 5.0 R 9.50 8.00
Arnie Martin 5.0 11.0 10.0 DNC 1.0 11.0 10.6 7.0 11.0 5.0 11.00 10.50 11.00
Team Total 27.9 29.5 23.0 30.00 110.4

FWD All Stars II

More Bump and Grind

JVs

Mud Plugging Maidens
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
DATE EVENT CLUB STATUS 
7th January 2006 Exeter MCC Championship (C/M) 
22nd January Clee Hills MAC Championship (C) 
29th January Exmoor North Devon MC Championship (C/M) 
5th February Cotswold Clouds Stroud MC Championship (C) 
12th February North Coast Camel Vale * 

18th February Northern Fellside Championship (C/M) 
19th February Launceston L&NCMC  
26th February Chairman’s Trophy Holsworthy Championship (M) 
5th March Camel Heights Camel Vale * 

12th March March Hare Falcon MC ACTC Invite 

2nd April President’s Camel Vale * 
14th/15th April Lands End MCC Championship (C/M) 
22nd April Kimber MGCC * 
23rd April Kyrle Ross & District Championship (C) 

30th April Bovey Down Windwhistle MC * 
30th April Sphinx Cheltenham Championship (M) 
21st May  Ilkley Ilkley MC ACTC Invite 
16th July Testing Trial MCC * 
17th September Taw & Torridge Holsworthy Championship (C/M) 
24th September Exe Valley Crash Box Championship (C/M) 
7th October Edinburgh MCC Championship (C/M) 
14th October Ebworth Stroud ACTC invite 

22nd October Exmoor Clouds Minehead Championship (C/M) 
29th October Tamar L&NCMC Championship (C/M) 
5th November Tarka North Devon Championship (M) 
5th November Bodmin Camel Vale ACTC invite 

12th November Mechanics Stroud MC ACTC invite 
26th November Neil Westcott Exmoor MC Championship (M) 
26th November Hardy Woolbridge Championship (C) 
3rd December  Allen BMC&LCC Championship (C) 
10th December Camel Classic Camel Vale Championship (C) 

18th February Exmoor Fringe VSCC * 

11th March Derbyshire VSCC * 

18th March Hereford VSCC * 

23rd April Scottish VSCC * 

14th October Welsh VSCC * 

11th November Lakeland VSCC * 

  

*  Member club events with restrictions as to which clubs are invited or which vehicles are eligible. 
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